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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

The last three decades witnessed a spurt in activities world wide in understanding 

the overlapping fields of particle physics and cosmology. The success of the unified 

theory of weak and electromagnetic interactions proposed by Salam and Weinberg 

inspired the development of Grand unified theories (in short, GUT) in which strong 

interaction is also included in the unification scheme. The elementary particle physics 

has entered a very interesting stage with the development of unified theories. The 

successes of superstring theories have raised the hope of unifying gravitational inter

action along with the other fundamental interactions in nature, namely electroweak 

and strong interactions. It has been predicted that such a unification may occur at 

an energy scale Mp ~  10̂ ® GeV (Planck scale). This energy scale is huge which is far 

from that is attainable in the man made laboratory. The standard cosmological mod

els suggest that such an energy scale perhaps was available shortly after the creation 

of the universe. The early universe, therefore, may be considered as a unique phys

ical laboratory for testing the new theories of particle interactions. There has also
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been considerable progress in the understanding of the cosmological models of the 

early universe. A cosmological model is a mathematical description of the observed 

universe which is concerned with the fundamental queries on creation, evolution, 

large scale structure formation of the universe. The standard cosmological model is 

based on Einstein’s General theory of Relativity (in short, GTR) with perfect fluid 

assumption. In GTR, the Einstein’s field equation determines the evolution of the 

universe filled with matter or radiation. In 1917, Einstein wanted to build a static 

model of the universe using his new gravitational theory as those days observational 

results were limited to our Galaxy only, but failed to obtain a static universe. In 

order to accommodate a static universe Einstein modified the field equation intro

ducing a repulsive term, known as the cosmological constant (A). However, Hubble’s 

discovery made it clear that the universe is not static but expanding. Theoretically, 

existence of a nonstatic expanding universe solution was obtained by de Sitter, Fried

mann and Lemaitre independently before Hubble’s discovery without a cosmological 

constant. Einstein uttered that introduction of a cosmological constant (A) in the 

field equation was a great mistake once he realized that the universe is expanding. 

However, in the last couple of decades there has been a growing interest to include a 

cosmological constant term again and again in order to describe cosmological obser

vational evidences. The Hubble’s discovery admits an expanding universe which is 

in favour of the big-bang model of the universe. According to the Big Bang model, 

the Universe originated in an extremely dense and hot state. Since then, space itself 

is expanding with the evolution of time. It has been realized that the standard big- 

bang model is fairly successful in explaining the 2.7° K cosmic microwave background



radiation (in short, CMBR), the expansion of the universe (Hubble redshift), primor

dial nucleosynthesis and the cosmic abundances of the light elements e.g. Deuteron, 

Helium etc.. In spite of successes, the big-bang model cannot be regarded as a

complete theory of the universe because it fails to explain the early universe and un

able to address some of the observed features of the universe. In standard cosmology 

with perfect fluid assumption, the following problems, namely flatness problem, hori

zon problem, singularity problem, small scale inhomogeneity problem etc. have been 

cropped up when Big bang model extrapolated to probe the early universe and the 

issues remain unsettled for a long time. More details on these issues can be found in 

several textbooks [1] and in some earlier reviews [2]. The concepts of recent theories 

of particle physics are also found to be in conflict when implemented in cosmology. 

It is, therefore, felt essential to look for a cosmological model which can solve basic 

problems both in particle physics and cosmology. Some of the outstanding problems 

can be resolved satisfactorily by advocating the idea of inflation.

Gliner [3] was the first to note that inflationary solution may be obtained in GTR 

for an^ppropriate stress tensor corresponding to matter with properties of a vacuum, 

tater, Starobinsky [4] obtained inflation using trace anomaly in GTR. However, the 

efficacy of the theory is known only after the seminal work of Guth [5]. Guth em

ployed temperature dependent phase transition mechanism in cosmology and showed 

how the idea of inflation may be eflFectively used to construct a viable cosmological 

model. During inflationary epoch, the vacuum energy density behaves as an eff'ec- 

tive positive cosmological constant allowing the universe to expand exponentially (or 

quasi-exponentially), a{t) ~  where H =  -  represents Hubble parameter. Con



sequently this expansion in the scale factor allows a small causally coherent region to 

grow bigger then the observable universe when the exponent f  H dt > 65. Later the 

vacuum hke state decays and its energy transforms into heat, the universe becomes 

hot and the scale factor a{t) of the radiation dominated universe grows more slowly 

like a{t) ~  y/i. This was the prevailing scenario for a long time. But recently a lot 

has been changed in understanding the late universe because of observations, which 

will be discussed later in this thesis. The inflationary universe scenario opens up 

new avenues in the interface of particle physics and cosmology leading to solutions 

of some of the outstanding problems both in cosmology and in particle physics. The 

horizon and the flatness problems get resolved in this framework. The origin of the 

large scale structure formation of the universe emerged in this scenario with satis

factory explanation. Therefore, inflation is an attractive idea which is essential in 

building cosmological models of the early universe.

In Guth’s model, the universe was trapped in a metastable state (supercooled) 

which thereafter could decay through the process of bubble nucleation via quantum 

t̂ ipn eling. Bubbles of true vacuum spontaneously formed in the sea of false vacua and 

'ralpidly begins to expand at the speed of light. Guth later realized that in the model 

^he universe fails to reheat properly. In case inflation last long enough it could solve 

the initial condition problem satisfactorily, but the collision rate between bubbles in 

thfe scenario became exceedingly low. It has been understood that inflationary model 

based on a first order phase transition, could not provide a satisfactory explanation 

of how to exit from the inflationary phase without disturbing the good properties 

of the standard cosmological model [5, 6]. Consequently attempt has been made to



solve this ’graceful exit ’ problem in a new model which is known as ’new inflation’ 

7]. In this model, inflation is obtained using a homogeneous scalar field, which is 

rolling down a potential energy hill instead of tunneling out of a false vacuum state. 

When the field rolls down the potential very slowly compared to the expansion rate 

of the universe, it permits inflation. However, if the hill becomes steeper inflation 

ends and reheating can occur at the minimum because of the oscillations of the 

scalar field. It was shown that although new inflation does not produce a perfectly 

symmetric universe, it sets a tiny quantum fluctuations in the inflaton field. It was 

shown by Mukhanov and Chibisov [8] that the tiny quantum fluctuations of the scalar 

field originated during the evolution of the early universe could act as the primordial 

seeds for all structure formation in the late universe. The recent observation, namely, 

CMBR data agrees precisely with the theoretical prediction by inflation for structure 

formation.

Cosmological models are also studied with second order phase transition and found 

tjĥ t those are plagued with severe fine-tuning problems [9]. The inflationary models 

f the e^rly universe including the new inflationary model [7] make use of a phase 

pinsition which requires some fine-tuning either in the potential V{(p) of the infla-

)U field <j) or in initial conditions of the universe. Linde [10, 11] in 1983 proposed
i !

a| tiew approach to obtain an inflationary universe scenario which apparently needs
1 ■! ■

^0 specific fine tuning. In the new model, a scalar field is still needed but the ini

tial state of the field is non-thermal. The advantage of the model is that it is not 

essential to restrict to a particular initial configuration 0 =  0 as was required in 

the new inflation model. The homogeneous field instead can take any value pro-



vided by a random initial distribution satisfying the constraint V (0) < Mp. This 

constraint is necessary so that the quantum behavior of gravity does not dominate 

and a classical description of space-time remains valid. Since the initial data for 

the model are randomly distributed, the scenario is known as chaotic inflationary 

scenario. Chaotic model is based on a random distribution of the values of the vac

uum scalar field (also called inflaton field) 0 at time t ^  tp =  where tp is the

Planck time and Mp, the Planck energy. The inflationary solution can be realized 

in a semiclassical theory, i.e., describing gravity classically but matter by quantum 

fields. Consequently the equation of state necessary for inflation with a scalar field 

is achieved when its potential energy dominates over the kinetic energy density of 

the universe. During this epoch, the vacuum energy behaves like an effective pos

itive cosmological constant resulting in a huge expansion of the universe in a very 

short epoch. The scenario can be realized even when (f) is initially highly fluctuating 

^  V{4>)  ̂ [12]. Papantonopoulos et al. [13] have shown that the favourable 

condition for inflation <§: V (0 )), emerges quite naturally if one introduces an 

ajxipn field  ̂ which has only derivative coupling to (p. Linde assumed that subject 

tb the condition V{(j)) < all values of 0 are equally probable as initial values. 

The problems of Big bang model can be solved satisfactorily if the observed part of 

the universe emerges from a region having initially (j)o{t =  >  3Mp. The lower

bound on (p ensures that there is sufficient inflation. It was also shown by Paul et al. 

[14] that chaotic model is fairly general and can be extended even to a universe with 

initial anisotropy. In the model if the field increases or decreases due to quantum 

fluctuation then in addition to chaotic inflation another inflationary scenario may be



realized in the former case because of moving up the potential by the field due to the 

effect of the quantum fluctuations, which is known as eternal chaotic inflation [15 .

Another version of inflation is also found in the literature where the universe 

expands with a less rapid inflation known as Power law inflation. The Power 

law inflation is characterized by a period in which a{t) grows as with ^  »  1. 

An example of this type may be obtained by using an exponential type potential 

V{(f)) =  Vo exp{—\(p) with A > 0. The exponential potential is found in the Salam- 

Sezgin model [16] of =  2 supergravity coupled to matter and in some Kaluza-Klain 

theories [17]. The causal structure of the space-time in inflationary models differs 

considerably from that in the standard Big-Bang model. The horizon problem gets 

resolved as the observable universe in the inflationary scenario had a smaller size com

pared to a causal horizon volume. Inflation also helps us to resolve the primordial 

monopole problem that was introduced in cosmology by the grand unified theories 

(in short GUT). At the end of inflation the density of primordial monopole becomes 

extremely small and fresh production of primordial monopole may not occur if the 

'if^heatiiig temperature is settled below the temperature of GUT symmetry breaking 

(T < lO^^GeF). Another important feature of inflation is that it provides a mech

anism of small scale density inhomogeneities. The quantum fluctuations generated 

duting inflation lead to the observed density perturbations [18]. The scale invari

ant Harrison-Zeldovich [19] spectrum emerges naturally leading to an initial seed for 

galaxy formation. However, such a scale invariance spectrum can not be obtained 

in power law inflation [20] for a finite exponent (A). The exponential expansion is, 

therefore, more attractive.



Cosmological models for the early universe have also been investigated with an 

imperfect cosmic fluid in GTR [21], The effective energy-momentum tensor of an 

imperfect fluid changes in such a way that it leads to a negative pressure accom

modating both exponential and power law inflation. Viscosity arises due to various 

dissipative processes which may play an important role in the evolution of the early 

universe. The various processes that may responsible for viscosity are, the decou

pling of neutrinos during the radiation era, the decoupling of matter from radiation 

during the recombination era, creation of superstrings during the quantum era, par

ticle collisions involving gravitons, cosmological quantum particle creation processes 

and during the formation of galaxies [22 .

A large number of inflationary models in the context of ever changing fundamental 

theory have been proposed during the last three decades. The attractive idea of 

inflation was taken up by cosmologists and the following cosmological models have 

been emerged during the last 28 years:

• (1980-1989): i?^-inflation [4], Old inflation [5], New inflation [7], Chaotic infla

tion [10-15], Double inflation [23], Power-law inflation [20], SUGRA inflation [24], 

Extended inflation [25].

: • (1990-1999): Hybrid inflation [26], SUSY D-term inflation [27], Assisted inflation 

|28], Brane inflation [29.

1 • (2(i00-2008): Super-natural inflation [30], K-inflation [31], D3-D7 inflation [32], 

DBI inflation [33], Racetrack inflation [34], Tachyon inflation [35], HiH top inflation 

[36], Landscape model [37 .

The high precision observations of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) tem



perature fluctuations made by the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) 

[38, 39] and other observations may help to select a suitable model of the universe in 

future. It is expected that the observational constraints, when taken into account, 

might lead to a more acceptable model of the universe.

There has also been a growing interest in building cosmological models involv

ing dimensions more than the usual four. Kaluza and Klein [40] independently 

introduced an extra dimension with an aim to unify gravity with electromagnetic in

teraction. But their idea does not work well because of several technical difficulties. 

Recently there is a paradigm shift in understanding higher dimensional theories. The 

investigations seem to lead to a general belief that a consistent theory of quantum 

gravity cannot be obtained within the framework of point field theories. The ad

vent of the string theory [41] has opened up new and interesting possibilities in this 

context. String theories may be looked upon as describing the interactions of a few 

massless and an infinite set of massive states, with masses which are multiples of 

Planck mass. The superstring theories may be regarded as the low energy regimes of 

supergravity theories. The striking discovery that in ten dimensions a supergravity 

theory coupled to Yang-Mills fields with gauge group SO(32) or Eg X  Eg is anomaly 

free [42] has inspired considerable activities in this area.

Cosmological models mentioned above can explain some of the observations of the 

universe but are not truly acceptable because of their limitations. Out of the many 

versions of inflationary models of the early universe proposed in the large volume of 

literature only a few are considered to be realistic. Further these also have their own 

merits and demerits. The objective of the thesis is to study some of the cosmological



models both in the framework of four and higher dimensional gravity taking into 

account the recent cosmological and astrophysical results.

The observations from COBE {Cosmic Background Explorer ) predict that the 

present universe might have emerged from an early inflating phase in the past and 

then settles down into the matter dominated phase through the intermediate radia

tion phase. In recent times an interesting prediction from cosmological observation 

is that the present universe is passing through an accelerating phase of expansion. 

It has also been estimated from cosmological observation that 4% matter in the uni

verse is observable, 70% of the universe consists of dark energy and 26% matter is 

in the form of dark matter [39, 43]. To accommodate the present acceleration of the 

universe various theories in GTR are proposed considering either (i) a modification of 

the matter sector or (ii) a modification of the gravitational sector with a new physics. 

A large volume of literature appeared to address the present accelerating phase by 

modifying the matter sector of the Einstein field equation other than that of a scalar 

field e.g. chaplygin gas, phantom field, tachyon field etc. called exotic matter field. 

Moreover, it has been realized that modification of the Einstein-Hilbert action with 

higher order terms in curvature invariants that are become effective in the high cur- 

vg.ture region play an important role in cosmological model building of the very early 

universe satisfactorily. The modified theory which is also called higher derivative 

gravity permits inflation in the early epoch [44] and a consistent scenario of early 

uniiverse may be realized. In analogy it may be important to explore modification of 

the Einstein gravitational action with terms that might be important at extremely 

low curvature region to describe the present cosmic acceleration. There are various

10



attempts to explain the cosmic speed up with a modification of the Einstein Hilbert 

action by considering modification of the gravitational part of the action including 

quadratic and/or cubic {I3B?) terms, along with a new {5/R) term, where R is

the Ricci scalar and a, /?, S are dimensional parameters. These theories will be taken 

up here to address present accelerating phase in addition exploring to models of the 

early universe.

At present there seems to be no alternative to inflationary scenario. But in spite 

of all the attractive features of cosmological inflation, its mechanism of reahzation 

still remains to be ad hoc. It is not known when and how the universe has entered 

the inflationary phase. As inflation operates at Planck’s scale, it is interesting to 

explore cosmological models in the context of string theory which allows such a 

scale. It is, therefore, not surprising that M/String theory inspired models are under 

active consideration in cosmology at present. Recently, there is a paradigm shift 

in higher dimensional cosmology. The recent idea is that the universe is a (3+1) 

dimensional brane embedded in a higher dimensional spacetime [45] and the usual 

matter field and force except for gravity are confined on the brane [29, 46]. In this 

picture all the matter fields are confined to the brane whereas gravity can propagate 

in the bulk. The scenario has interesting cosmological implications, in particular, 

the prospects of inflation are enhanced on the brane due to the modifications in the 

Friedmann equation. While discussing the applications of brane-worlds, one often 

assumes Einstein gravity in the bulk and then projects the dynamics on to the brkne. 

This leads to the high energy corrections to the Friedmann equation which chaiiges 

the expansion dynamics in the early universe. In the theory, gravity is regarded as

11



a higher dimensional theory which reduces effectively to a four dimensions at lower 

energies. Such higher dimensional theories not only resolve some of the problems of 

the big bang model as discussed earlier but also opens up the possibility of solving 

the hierarchy problem in particle physics by considering large compactified extra 

dimensions and making use of string scale accessible to future laboratory experiments 

46]. To be in the better spirit with string theory, one should include the higher order 

curvature invariant terms to the Einstein-Hilbert action, as the term occurs naturally 

in it.

One typically considers an inflationary phase driven by the potential or vacuum 

energy of a scalar field, the inflation, whose dynamics is determined by the Klein- 

Gordon equation [47]. More recently, however, motivated by string theory, other 

non-standard scalar field actions have been used in cosmology. In k-infiation [31 

higher-order scalar kinetic terms in the action can, without the help of the potential, 

drive an inflationary evolution. In this context, models of quintessence such as k- 

essence may also resolve the coincidence problem [48]. One particular model of 

k-inflation which has recently attracted a great deal of attention is tachyon inflation 

[35]. Tachyon fields are also important as at late times it can account for the density 

necessary for dark matter.

The thesis contains studies on cosmological models of the early universe both in 

the usual four and higher dimensions taking into account some of the recent theories 

discussed above. The probability for quantum creation of an inflationary universe 

with or without a pair of black holes are also explored using gravitational instan- 

tons. Gravitational instantons are Euclidean solution of the gravitational action with

12



a finite probability. The observational constraints are also taken into account to de

termine different parameters of the theory for a consistent cosmological scenario. 

Both the early universe and present accelerating phase of the universe are explored. 

The problem of getting an accelerating universe with usual matter field is identified 

and we propose a scenario which admits late acceleration.

1.2 Methodology

In GTR, the Einstein’s field equation in four dimensions is given by

R̂ .u -  ]̂ giiuR =  -S ttGT^  ̂ (1.1)

where /x, 2/  =  0,1, 2,3; is the 4-dimensional metric, R̂ jj is the Ricci tensor, R is the 

Ricci scalar and is the energy momentum tensor. The L.H.S. of eq.(l.l) describes 

the property of a space-time whereas the R.H.S. is determined by the matter content 

in the universe. The most general space-time metric consistent with homogeneity 

and isotropy is the Robertson-Walker(RW) metric which is given by

dr̂
ds — —dt +  a {t) + r\d9^ +  sin̂  e dcf)̂ (1 .2)

1 -  kr'̂

where (A: =  -f-1,0, — 1), A: =  -M for positively curved spatial sections (closed universe), 

fc =  0 for local flatness (flat universe) and A; = —1 for negatively curved spatial 

sections (open universe), a{t) represents the scale factor of the universe. Using 

the energy-momentum tensor for perfect fluid, =  [p, —p, —p, —p] where p is the 

energy density and p is the isotropic pressure, the metric eq.(L2), eq.(l.l) yields the 

following field equations:

^  + 4  =  ^  (1.3)

13



2 -  +  ^  +  -^ =  -SnGp (1.4)

These equations are known as Friedmann equations. The conservation equation is

^  +  3(p + p)H =  0

The above equation and the set of equations (1.3) and (1.4) are the key equations in 

cosmology. Equation (1.4) can be obtained using eq.(1.3) and the above equation. 

Thus any two of the equations are sufficient and may be employed to obtain cosmo

logical solution for a known equation of state p =  p{p). Using the above equations

one obtains Raychaudhuri equation, which is

-  =  - ^ ( p  +  3p) (1.5)a 6

For an accelerated universe, a > 0 implies p < — which is not possible with 

perfect fluid. In the next section the necessary condition for obtaining an accelerating 

universe is discussed;

A. CONDITIONS FOR INFLATION W ITH  DIFFERENT FIELDS:

i) For scalar field :

The Lagrangian for scalar field, t) is given by

L  =  -^d,ct>d^cP - V { c P ) ,  ( 1.6)

where V{(f)) is the scalar field potential. The stress-energy tensor for this field is

T̂ u =  d,(j>d,(t> (1.7)

The total energy density (p) and the pressure (p) in terms of scalar field are then 

obtained from eq. (1.7) which are given by

+  +  V{(I)), (1.8)

14



p = \ * ' ‘ -  -  V{4.) (1.9)

where a{t) is the scale factor of the universe. For a homogeneous scalar field 0 = 

the energy density and pressure becomes

p = + v{4>), (1.10)

P=\^^-V (cf>) (1.11)

Using eqs. (1.10) and (1.11), eq.(1.5) reduces to Raychaudhuri equation :

a A-kG
a 3

it is evident that for an accelerating universe one has, a > 0 which leads to 0  ̂ < V (</)).

ii) For tachyonic field :

The Lagrangian for a tachyonic field (-ip) is given by

L =  +  (1.13)

with tachyonic potential V { i p ) . The energy density {p) and pressure {p) for tachyonic 

field are given by

(1.14)
VI

p =  -  ip'̂  (1-15)

In this case pressure remains negative {p < 0) for •0̂  < 1. It is also interesting to 

note that as p ^  0 the energy density p —> oo, which may be attained when 1.

iii) For phantom field :

The Lagrangian for phantom field ($) is given by

Z =  - V ( ^ )  (1.16)
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it has an unusual sign before the kinetic energy. The energy density and pressure of 

a homogeneous phantom field are

p  = - i i . 2  +  l / ( $ ) ,  ( 1 ,1 7 )

( L 1 8 )

in this case p is always a negative quantity, the field may be considered an important 

candidate for obtaining present accelerating universe due to unusual sign before the 

kinetic energy of the field. The equation of state parameter where

< — 1 can be attained for < 2V. In the next section, we discuss realization of

inflationary solution with a scalar field.

B. REALIZATION OF INFLATION IN A  SCALAR FIELD COSMOL

OGY:

For a potential energy dominated region, < <  F(0); consequently eqs. (1.10) and 

(1.11) yields

P = - p  =  - ^ 0 )  (1-19)

i.e. a negative pressure. The Friedmann equation with a homogeneous scalar field 

{(j) =  as the sole energy source is given by for a flat universe (A; =  0) :

1 >
3M2 ( 1.20)

^ + +  =  0 (1.21)

where Mp represents the Planck mass and Mp =  g^ . Where prime represents 

derivative with respect to the field 4>. The standard approximation technique for 

analyzing inflation is the slow-roll approximation. The condition for inflation in this
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case is achieved neglecting 0 term in eq.(1.21) and neglecting kinetic energy of 4> 

compared to the potential energy in (1.20). Friedmann equation and the scalar field 

equation of motion then reduces to

~  (1.23)

The slow-roll parameters are defined as

M l
e =

\ ^ /
(1.24)

V =  (1.25)

Both the slow roll parameters e and t) become less than unity during the inflation. 

For inflation we have,

-  =  H +  H ^ > 0  (1.26)
a

which leads to ^  >  —1. Thus using eq. (1.22) one obtains,

H M lp
/ y /\2

= e (1.27)-

Consequently, if the slow-roll approximation is valid (e <C 1), then inflation is guar

anteed. Smallness of the other parameter rj helps us to ensure that inflation will 

continue for a sufficient period. The number of e-folds of inflation is given by

iV(i) =  l n % ^  (1.28)
a[t)

where a{tend) represents scale factor of the universe at the end of inflation. However 

inflation ends when e{4>end) — 1- We can express N  in terms of the potential also
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employing the eqs. (1.22) and (1.23), which is given below

fte.nd 1 f4>end 1/
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The objective of the investigation is to study some specific issues relevant for cos

mological model building, which incorporates the quantum nature of matter or both 

matter and gravity in the early epochs. The quantum creation of a universe leading 

to a classical universe which emerges with all features observed today including the 

results available from COBE will be taken up here. We intend to investigate cosmo

logical models taking into account the constraints imposed by the recent cosmological 

observations from WMAP, Supernovae type /  red shift survey at high redshift etc.. 

It is now understood that most of the matter in the universe are in the form of either 

dark matter and/or dark energy. Dark energy in the universe leads to an accelerating 

present universe. There are various proposals to account the recent cosmic acceler

ation either by modifying the gravitational sector of the action or by introducing 

exotic matter in GTR. The aim of the thesis is to investigate cosmological models 

and some of the conceptual issues in cosmology in the framework of such theories. 

Gravitational instanton technique is also taken up here to study early universe.

1.3 AIM of the Work
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• In Chapter 1, a review of the inflationary models of the early universe that devel

oped in the recent past are presented. The aims and objective of the thesis work is 

also presented here.

• In Chapter 2, a computation of the probabihty for quantum creation of an in

flationary universe with or without a pair of black holes in a modified gravity is 

presented using gravitational instantons. The action of the modified theory of grav

ity contains a and S R~  ̂ terms in addition to a cosmological constant (A) in the 

Einstein-Hilbert action. The probabilities for the creation of universe with a pair of 

black holes have been evaluated considering two different kinds of spatial sections, 

one which accommodates a pair of black holes and the other without black hole. We 

adopt a technique prescribed by Bousso and Hawking [49] to evaluate the above cre

ation probabihty in a semiclassical approximation using Hartle-Hawking boundary 

condition [50]. We note a class of new and physically interesting gravitational instan- 

t(in solutions characterized by the parameters in the action. These instantons may 

play an important role in the creation of the early universe. We also note that the 

probability of creation of a universe with a pair of black holes is strongly suppressed
I '

I '

iWith a positive cosmological constant when 5 = ^  for a > 0 but it is more prob-
I

|able for a < — In GTR, BH obtained gravitational instanton in the presence of
I '  '

A. However, it is shown in this chapter that the modified gravity permits instanton 

solutions, even without a cosmological constant if one begins with a negative <5.

• In Chapter 3, inflationary solution of the early universe is obtained considering a 

tachyon field. The technique of Zhuravlev and Chervon [51] to obtain inflationary

1.4 Summary of the Work
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cosmological models without restrictions on a scalar field potential is employed here. 

We note that like scalar field, the inflationary solution obtained here with tachyon 

field does not depend on the potential. However, unhke scalar field, inflation with 

tachyon is obtained for a restricted domains of the field to begin with. The tachyonic 

potential is determined for which one gets early inflation. Unlike the scalar field po

tential, the tachyonic potential is not regular at all values of the field. The solution 

obtained here with a tachyon field is new.

• In Chapter 4, cosmological models with phantom field in an anisotropic Bianchi-I 

universe with a cosmological constant is presented. It is noted that kinetic energy 

dominated regime of the phantom field inflates and at a later epoch it transits to 

an inflationary universe. A class of new cosmological solutions are obtained for 

anisotropic Bianchi-I universe with an initial anisotropy satisfying an upper bound 

which is determined by the parameter of the kinetic part of the field. Here anisotropy 

decreases and it leads to a flat FRW universe. It is found that phantom field admits 

a nonsingular universe.

• In Chapter 5, inflationary dynamics with a scalar field in an inverse coshyperbolic 

potential in the brane-world model is explored. The coshyperbolic potential is found 

to be useful recently as a toy model in cosmology to probe the universe. It is found 

that a suflicient inflation may be obtained in the early universe with the potential al

lowing slow-roll approximation in the high energy limit. We determine the minimum 

values of the initial field required to obtain sufficient inflation and also determine 

the relevant inflationary parameters. The numerical values of spectral index of the 

scalar perturbation spectrum are determined by varying the number of e-foldings
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for different initial values of the inflaton field. The result obtained here is in good 

agreement with the current observational limits.

• In Chapter 6 , cosmological solutions in the Randall- Sundrum type II brane-world 

model [52] is obtained with or without Gauss-Bonnet term in the presence of an 

imperfect fluid. Describing imperfect fluid by truncated Israel-Stewart theory [53] 

cosmological solutions are explored. It is found that it admits accelerating phase of 

the universe. The field equations can be reduced to a set of autonomous differential 

equation and the stabihty of the equilibrium points corresponding to cosmological 

solutions are studied.

• In Chapter 7, concluding remarks and future work is presented.
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Chapter 2

COSMOLOGICAL MODELS 
WITH OR WITHOUT 
PRIMORDIAL BLACK HOLES 
PAIR

2.1 Introduction

The recent advent of new cosmological precision tests, capable of probing physics at 

Very large redshifts, has changed our earlier views of cosmos. It is now understood 

from the observational data available from the high redshift surveys of Supernovae, 

the large scale structure and the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) 

that the present universe is accelerating [54]. The usual matter fields of the standard 

model in the general theory of relativity are not enough to describe the observational 

facts in the universe. Thus it is a challenging task to develop a consistent theoretical 

framework for accommodating the present accelerating phase.s

It is also known from COBE that the universe might have emerged from an in-
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flationary phase of expansion in the very early universe. In the last two decades 

a large volume of literature [4-7] appeared which discussed early universe with an 

inflationary phase fairly well either in a scalar field theory or in a curvature squared 

theory of gravitation. Most successful theory developed so far is based on the dy

namics of scalar field with a suitable potential which driven inflation and describe 

the evolution of the early universe. To understand the present acceleration of the 

late universe different fields and gravitational theories including scalar fields are 

examined recently. Cosmological models are proposed taking into account matter 

described by exotic fields that appeared with a new gravitational physics other than 

scalar field theory e.g., chaplygin gas [55], phantom fields [56], tachyon field [35] etc. 

In alternative theory of gravity early infiation may be realized by adding a term 

a to the Einstein-Hilbert action. The modification of the Einstein-Hilbert action 

with higher order terms in curvature invariants that are become effective in the high 

curvature region lead to modifications of the standard cosmology admitting a de 

Sitter universe at early times [57]. In analogy to obtain early inflation it may be 

important to look for a modification of the Einstein gravitational action with terms 

that are relevant at low curvature region with a motivation to derive the present 

cosmic acceleration. Carroll et al. [58] wanted to construct a viable cosmological 

model of the universe accommodating the present accelerating phase of the universe 

by considering a modified gravitational action which is given by

R
(2.1)

where R is the Ricci Scalar, =  SttG, and is a mass scale of the order of Hubble 

scale. The modified theory may be useful to construct an alternative theory of dark
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energy and dark matter [59]. However, it was soon realized that the above higher 

derivative theory confronts with the success of general relativity in the solar system 

tests [60]. It is noted that de Sitter solution obtained in the model is unstable. Later, 

the theory is modified adding a aB? term to the above action, which now permits a 

stable de Sitter solution [61]. The condition for obtaining a stable de Sitter solution 

in the theory is that the size of the baby universe should be bigger than a size deter

mined by the parameter in the action. The above modified theory of gravity may 

be important because of the presence of both the l/R and terms in the action. 

It leads to a better chance of passing solar system tests than the theory based on 

simple l/R corrections only to the Einstein-Hilbert action [62]. Cosmological mod

els obtained with a modification of the above action have been used to construct 

an alternative to dark energy and dark matter models [63]. It is also important to 

explore the cosmological issues in the framework of new theories which are impor

tant at the present epoch. One of the important astrophysical objects, for example, 

black holes need to be investigated in this theory. The mass of these objects may

be greater than the solar mass or even less. It is known in stellar physics that a
I ' ' '

Itilack Hole is the ultimate corpse of a collapsing star when its mass exceeds twice

the mass of the Sun. Aifiother kind of black holes are also important in cosmology
I '! !
which might have formed due to quantum fluctuations of matter distribution in the

early universe. Latelr kinds of astrophysical objects are termed as topological black
■ hi''!!'

holes, having mass many times smaller thar̂  the the solar tnass and are hot Odit.- 

pared to the surrounding at the present epoch. In particular, black hole  ̂ h^ 

mass ~  have life time comparable to the age of the universe, and they might
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be evaporating at present leading to structure formation and accounts for Hawking 

radiation [64]. The mini black holes may provide sources of ultra high energy cosmic 

rays including extragalactic gamma-rays burst [65] and other astrophysical phenom

ena whose mechanisms have not yet been solved completely. In addition to that, 

the relic black holes might contribute to the energy density of the present universe 

and may solve the dark matter problem [66]. Bousso and Hawking [49] (in short, 

BH) calculated the probabihty of the quantum creation of a universe with a pair of 

primordial black holes (in short, PBH) in (3 +  1) dimensional universe in GTR in 

the presence of a cosmological constant. To compute the probability measure, BH 

considered two different Euchdean space-time : (i) a universe with space-like sections 

with - topology and (ii) a universe with space-Uke section with x S'̂ - topol

ogy, as is obtained in the Schwarzschild- de Sitter solution. The first kind of spatial 

structure describes an inflationary (de Sitter) universe without black hole while the 

second kind describes a Nariai universe [67], which describes an inflationary universe 

with a pair of black holes. BH again examined the issue in a theory with a massive 

scalar field which provided an effective cosmological constant for a while through a 

slow-rolling potential (mass-term). In GTR, Chao [68] studied the creation of a pri- 

inordial black hole (PBH), Green and Malik [69] studied the primordial black holes 

production during reheating. Paul et al. [70] following the approach of BH studied 

the probability of creation of PBH in a higher derivative gravity with i?^-term in 

the Einstein action and found that the probability is very much suppressed in the 

-theory. Paul and Saha [71] also studied probability of creation of a pair of black 

hole with higher order Lagrangian i.e., considering higher loop contributions into
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the effective action that are higher than quadratic in R. In this chapter we study 

the probability for quantum creation of an inflationary universe with a pair of black 

hole in a modified theory of gravity with or without a cosmological constant (A). 

The modified theory of gravity is described including the terms (5 along with 

. The theory is interesting as it may be regarded as the synthesis of the theories 

one needs for early inflation and late acceleration, although it remains to be under

stood how the universe transits from early inflating phase to the present accelerating 

phase. It is interesting to investigate how the creation rate of primordial black holes 

depends on the parameters in the action which are important now. Consequently it 

is important to study the effects of the new term added in the gravitational action 

in order to get the present accelerating phase for describing the quantum creation of 

a universe with a pair of PBH.

We adopt here Busso and Hawking semiclassical approximation technique to eval

uate the Euclidean path integrals. The condition that a classical space-time should 

emerge, to a good approximation, at a large Lorentzian time was selected by a choice 

of the path of the time parameter r along the axis from 0 to ^  and then con

tinues along the r*'" axis. The wave-function of the universe in the semiclassical 

approximation is given by

(2.2)
n

where the sum is over the saddle points of the path integral, and /„  denotes the 

corresponding Euclidean action. The probability measure of the creation of a universe 

is

P[hab, ~  ^
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where hab is the boundary metric and is the real part of the action corresponding 

to the dominant saddle point, i.e., the classical solution satisfying the Hartle-Hawking 

(henceforth, HH) boundary conditions [50]. It was beheved that all inflationary 

models lead to Qo ~  1 to a great accuracy. This view was modified after it was 

discovered that there is a special class of inflaton effective potentials which may lead 

to a nearly homogeneous open universe with Qo < 1 at the present epoch. Cornish 

et al. [72, 73] studied the problem of pre-inflationary homogeneity and outlines the 

possibility of creation of a small, compact, negatively curved universe. We show 

that a universe with 5^-topology may give birth to an open inflation similar to that 

obtained in Ref. [74 .

We explore models of the universe with cosmological issues in the framework of 

new theories which are also important at the present epoch. Assuming a universe 

with such primordial black holes we compute [75, 76] here the probability of the 

quantum creation of a universe in (3 +  1) dimensions considering an action

where f{R ), is a polynomial function in R, R is the Ricci scalar. To study we consider 

two different Euclidean space-times : (1) a universe with space-like sections with 

i- topology and (2) a universe with space-like section with x 5^- topology, as is 

pbtained in the Schwarzschild- de Sitter solution. The first kind of spatial structure 

describes an inflationary (de Sitter) universe without black hole while the second 

kind describes a Nariai universe [67], an inflationary universe with a pair of black 

holes. We found that the probability of a universe with R x topology turns out 

to be lower than a universe with topology R x x in some specifled restricted
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conditions in the both modified theories which are physically interesting.

This chapter is organized as follows : in sec. 2.2 the gravitational action for 

a higher derivative gravity is written and the corresponding dynamical equations 

are obtained. The gravitational instanton solutions are presented in sec. 2.3, the 

modified gravitational action is used to estimate the relative probability for the two 

types of the universes one with PBH and the other without PBH. Finally, in sec. 2.4 

we give a brief discussion.

2.2 Gravitational instantons with or without a pair 

of primordial black holes

We consider the Euclidean action which is given by

where g represents the 4-dimensionaI Euclidean metric, A represents the 4-dimensional 

cosmological constant, /( i? )  is a polynomial function in Ricci scalar R. The second 

term in the action is the gravitational surface term where hij is the boundary metric 

iand K  =  K-^Kij is the trace of Kij , the second fundamental form of the bound- 

aty dM  in the given metric g. It may be pointed out here that the second term 

corresponds to the contribution from r =  0 back in the gr^ivitational action. The 

term gives zero contribution for a universe with 5  ̂ - topology, but it gives non zero 

contribution for 5  ̂ x 5  ̂ - topology.

(A) 5'^-Topology, the de Sitter spacetime :

In this section, we first derive the field equations from the Eucliden action and 

then explore instanton solutions in the modified gravitational theories with spacelike
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section having - topology. The corresponding four dimensional Euclidean metric 

ansatz is

ds  ̂ =  dr  ̂+  o? {t) dx\ +  sin^Xi dVl̂ (2.4)

where a(r) is the scale factor of a four dimensional universe, r  is the Euclidean time 

and dVt2 is a line element on the unit two sphere. The scalar curvature is

a 
-  + 
a \o? a?

where an overdot denotes differentiation with respect to r. We rewrite the action 

(2.3), using the above constraint through a Lagrangian multiplier /3 and obtain

2̂ iN
i? +  6-  +  6-  

a
f  d^xVhKf'{R). (2.5) StT JdM

Variation of the action with respect to R and setting it to zero we determine 0, which

is

(2.6)

where prime represents the derivative with respect to R. Substituting (3 in the action 

and treating a and R as independent variables we get

r *  \a^f{R) -  f'{R ) (a^R -  6ad̂  -  6a) +  6a^dRf{R) 
8  J t = o l  V /

dr

Stt d f {R )
T = 0

(2.7)

where we have eliminated d term from the action using integration by parts. The 

following field equations are now obtained by varying the action with respect to a 

and R respectively

r ( R ) =  0 , (2.8)
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R +  2 -R  
a . +m) 45 + 2^ - 4 + i i - f { R )  =  0. (2.9)

Let us now consider an action given by the polynomial function in R with f{R ) = 

i? +  ^ +  aR^ — 2A where a  and 5 are dimensional coupling parameters, to solve eqs.

(2.8)-(2.9). An instanton solution is obtained which is given by

(2 .10)

where R — 12H‘̂  and H[5, A] is determined from the constraint equation which is

(2.11)

We note following: (i) A real Hubble parameter is allowed for a positive 6 satisfying 5

< 4A2
— 3 (ii) For positive 5, two different classes of instantons are allowed for the region,

0 < J ^  with different H, but only one type of instanton solution is obtained 

with H =  for (5 =  ^ .  However, if (̂  =  0 one obtains an instanton solution with 

H — (iii) It is also found that now one may obtain an instanton solution even 

with A =  0 term in the action for a negative <5.

It is evident that the instanton solution (2.10) obtained here satisfies the HH no 

boundary conditions viz., a(0) =  0, d(0) =  1. One can choose a path along the 

axis to r  =  the solution describes half of the Euclidean de Sitter instanton Ŝ . 

Analytic continuation of the metric (2.4) to Lorentzian region, a;i | 4- ia, gives

ds  ̂=  dr  ̂+  Q^(t) —da  ̂+  cosh  ̂a

which is a spatially inhomogeneous de Sitter like metric. However, if one sets t =  it 

and (7 =  z| +  X) the metric becomes

(2.12)
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where b{t) =  — i a{it). The line element (2.12) now describes an open inflation

ary universe. The real part of the Euclidean action corresponding to the solution 

calculated by following the complex contour of r suggested by BH is given by

'l728aH^ +  -  24AH^ + (2.13)

With the chosen path for r, the solution describes half the de Sitter instanton with 

topology, joined to a real Lorentzian hyperboloid of topology x S .̂ It can be 

joined to any boundary satisfying the condition uqm >  0 . For agM > , the

wave function oscillates and predicts a classical space-time. We note the following 

cases :

(i) solution obtained by BH is recovered when (5 =  0, a =  0.

(ii) (5 7̂  0, a 7̂  0 and A =  0, in this case the action becomes I  — — A tx 3 a 4- 

It is evident that a real value of the action demands 5 < 0 which supports the action 

considered by Carrol et al. [58].

(iii) if one begins with a positive 6 and 6 =  ^  say then the action becomes 

/  =  —12 7r a— For a positive a, the Euclidean action is more negative compared 

to a negative a when the cosmological constant is positive definite.

(B ) X 5 ^-Topology, the Nariai spacetime:

In this section we first derive the field equation from the Euclidean action and 

then explore instanton solutions in the modified gravitational theories. Next, we 

look for a solution with spacelike sections, x - topology, which accommodates 

a pair of black holes in an inflationary universe scenario. We choose an ansatz for (1 

-t- 1 -t- 2) dimensions which is given by

ds  ̂=  dr  ̂ -f- a^(r) -I- 6^(r) dQl (2.14)
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where a(r) is the scale factor of S'^-surface and 6(r) is the scale factor of the two 

sphere. The metric for the two-sphere is given by

+  sin? 6 d(j?.

The scalar curvature corresponding to the metric (2.14) is

R ^ -
d b 2 - + 4 - +  2 
a b

/h2 1 +  4db
ab (2.15)

Using the above relation as constraint, we rewrite the Euclidean action (2.3) using 

Lagrange’s undetermined multiplier which becomes

f{R)ab^ -  /?
\

„  b db 2\ R + 2— I- 4 - +  4— +
a b ab b̂  b̂

dr

+  2 f ( R ) R { -  +  2l^ 
a  b

f  V h d ^ x K f(R ). (2.16)
StT JdM

Adopting similar technique as is used in the previous section, /? can be determined, 

making use of this we get

ab‘̂ dT-Tv (db̂  +  2abi}̂  f  {R) (2.17)

Yariation of the action with respect to R, a and b respectively are given by the 

fbllowing equations

r { R )
n „a  d̂b 2R + 2— f- 4 - +  4— +  2— — — 

a b ab 0  ̂ b̂ =  0,

2f"'{R)R^ +  2 f'{R ) 

2f"'{R)R^ +  2f"{R )

■ b] r b 6  ̂ _
R +  2R- 

b +  f {R )

(2.18)

/(/2 ) =  0, (2.19)

a b +  R +  f (R )
„  d b db
R +  2 - +  2 - +  2- -  

a b ab
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To solve the eqs. (2.18)-(2.20), we consider a polynomial function in R : /( /? )  = 

R +  ̂  +  a — 2A as considered in the previous section. The set of eqs. (2.18)-(2.20) 

admit an instanton solution which is given by

a =  ^  sin(HoT), h =
lio

R =  AHl (2.21)

where Ho satisfies the constraint equation

IQHt -  IQKHl +  35 =  0 . ( 2.22)

We note the following ; (i) For a positive 5 , we get two classes of instanton solutions 

when 0 <  5 <  and only one kind when 5 =  0 with =  A. (ii) However, for 

a positive 5 with 5 =  |A  ̂ one obtains an instanton solution with — f , (iii) For 

a negative 5, instanton solutions are obtained even without a cosmological constant

-  f { R )  =  0. (2.20)

with Hi =

It is evident that the instanton solution (2.21) satisfies the HH boundary conditions 

a(0) =  0, a(0) =  l,i>(0) =  bo, b(0) =  0. Analytic continuation of the metric (2.14) to 

Lorentzian region, i.e., r  -+ it and x —> | +  ia yields

ds  ̂=  -dt^ +  c\t) da  ̂+  H f  dnl, (2.23)

where c{t) =  — i a{it). In this case the analytic continuation of time and space do 

not give an open inflationary universe. The corresponding Lorentzian solution is
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K r '" ) ! . . .  (2,24)

Its space like sections can be visualized as three spheres of radius with a hole 

of radius h — punched through the north and south poles. The physical in

terpretation of the solution is that of two - spheres containing two black holes at 

opposite ends. The black holes have the radius which accelerates away from 

each other with the expansion of the universe. This describes half of a Lorentzian 

Nariai universe. The real part of the action can be determined following the contour 

suggested by BH [49], and it is given by

O

The Lorentzian solution given by eq.(2.24) describes a universe with two black holes 

at the poles of a two sphere. It may be pointed out here that the contribution of the 

integrand in the action (2.17) for the instanton vanishes and a non-zero contribution 

of the action here arises just from the boundary term only. We note the following :

(i) 5 =  0, a =  0, corresponds to the action obtained by BH [49 .
I

(ii) 0, a ^  0, we get
I

' (a) for (5 =  the action becomes

' - - ■  =  I ( - 1 2 - - t ) =  ^ "

(b) for A =  0, the action is

87t/ „  2 a 2
= 3/533 V

Thus it is evident that a physically realistic solution is obtained for S < 0.
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2.3 Evaluation of probability for the primordial 

black holes pair creation

In the previous sections the gravitational action for an inflationary universe with or 

without a pair of black holes are calculated. It is now possible to compare the prob- 

abihty measures in the two cases. The probabihty for creation of a de Sitter universe 

is determined from the action (2.7). The de Sitter universe does not accommodate a 

pair of black holes. The probability for nucleation of an inflationary universe without 

a pair of Black holes becomes

P s 3 ~ e n  ^  J (2.26)

However, for an inflationary universe with a pair of black holes the corresponding 

probabihty of nucleation can be computed from the action (2.17) which becomes :

27T
3 "5 (2.27)

The following physically interesting results emerged:

(i) The probabilities obtained by Bousso and Hawking [49] is recovered when both

S iind a are set zero. The probabilities are :

Pg3 gx^ -PgixŜ  ~  (2.28)

In this case the probability for a universe with PBH is less than that without PBH.

The instanton solution does not admit a negative cosmological constant.

(ii) For a ^  0 with a positive 6 the probabihties for the creation of a universe 

without PBH pair and with PBH pair are given by

P5 3  -  ^  eix+16-a (2.29)
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respectively when 6 =  It is evident that a positive cosmological constant and 

a > 0 lead to a case where de Sitter universe is more probable than a universe with 

a pair of black holes. However, for a < we note that creation of a universe 

with a pair of PBH is more probable. However, the solution is not interesting as the 

Friedmann universe is unstable in this case.

(iii) If the parameter in the modified gravitational action S is considered negative, 

then instanton solutions are permitted even in the absence of a cosmological constant. 

The evaluated probabilities are :

Ps3 ~  Psi^s^ -  (2.30)

Thus, a universe without a PBH is more probable for a positive value of the 

parameter a and a negative S. In other case, we note that it is less probable if one 

considers a negative a satisfying the inequahty a <  which gets determined

by a negative 5 also.

2.4 Discussions

iThe probability for creation of an inflationary universe with or without a pair of
I

J)rimordial black holes (PBH) in a modified theory of gravity are studied. The 

i|iodified gravitational action considered here contains higher order terms including
I

a term inverse power in curvature scalar. Although the inverse scalar curvature term 

iŝ  important in describing late universe and is not important in the quantum creation 

era of the universe, we examined here how the parameter 5 in the action may play 

an important role in deciding a universe with PBH pair in the inflationary universe 

scenario. In section 2.2, gravitational instanton solutions are found in the two cases
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; (A) a universe with - topology and (B) a universe with x - topology 

respectively. The Euclidean action is then evaluated corresponding to the instanton 

solutions using BH technique [58]. It is found that the probability of a universe with 

topology turns out to be lower than a universe with topology x 5  ̂ in some 

specified restricted values of the parameters in the action. It may be mentioned 

here that one gets a regular instanton in - topology if there is no black hole. 

The existence of black hole restricts such a regular topology. The evaluated values 

obtained here on the probability of creation of a universe with a pair of primordial 

black holes are found to be strongly suppressed depending on the parameters a, 5 in 

the action. Although, 5 is small in the early epoch, its sign and magnitude become 

important which decides the topology of the universe to begin with. It is noted that 

the probability for a universe with PBH is strongly suppressed for small values of 5 

lying in the sector 0 < 5 < ^ ,  in the presence of a positive cosmological constant.

An interesting solution in the framework of a modified gravitational action with 

inverse power of R -theory, which admits de Sitter instantons with and 5  ̂ x 5  ̂

topologies is obtained even without a cosmological constant. It is found that if 

<5 =  the probability of a universe with a pair of PBH is suppressed in case 

(a) A < — ̂  with a positive a and (b) A > ^  for a negative a. However, a 

negative 5 is required if one considers a theory without a cosmological constant 

which supports the action considered by Carroll et al. [58] to obtain an accelerating 

universe. Unfortunately the above theory confronts with the success of GR in the 

solar system, the sign of the coupling constant with inverse power of the scalar 

curvature gets further support from our study.
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Another interesting solution is that a de Sitter universe is less probable if a < — ̂  • 

The result obtained earlier with curvature square term in the action in Ref. [70 

without a 5-term in the action now can be compared with that when 5 is non zero. 

The probability of a universe with a pair of PBH is suppressed when a > 0 and 

enhances when a < 0, which is however gets determined by the value of <5(A) term 

in the action. If A =  0 and (5 < 0, probability of a universe with a pair of PBH is 

suppressed for a positive a, however for a negative a there is a lower bound imposed 

by the parameter 5 ( |o;| < —^ ) -  It is interesting to note here that analytic
3\/3|(5|

continuation of a i? x metric considered here to Lorentzian region leads to an 

open 3 - space. One obtains Hawking-Turok [74] type open inflationary universe in 

this case. In the other spatial section, analytic continuation ol R x  x 5^-topology 

an open inflationary universe is never attained. Thus in a modified Lagrangian with 

inverse power in i?-theory in addition to B? -term, quantum creation of PBH seems 

to be suppressed in the minisuperspace cosmology for some values of the parameters 

in the action, which are determined here. Another interesting result obtained here 

is that gravitational instanton solution may be obtained in this case even with a 

negative cosmological constant which is however not permitted in the case considered 

by BH [49],
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Chapter 3 

INFLATIONARY UNIVERSE 
WITH TACHYON FIELD

3.1 Introduction

The present astrophysical observations predict that the universe is possibly made up 

of exotic kind of matters. The believe is due to the fact that the fields of the standard 

model are not enough to understand the present observations. Consequently a num

ber of cosmological models with exotic kinds of matter are probed recently. Tachyon 

fields which originates in a class of string theories are considered to be one of the 

promising candidate for accounting the deficiency in the density parameter in the 

universe. Sen [77] has shown that tachyon condensate in a class of string theories can 

be described by an effective scalar field, but Lagrangian for such a scalar field is very 

different. The evolution of this tachyonic field may have cosmological significance 

which may be worth exploring in the context of accelerating universe. The field may 

contribute to dark energy and dark matter at the present epoch. It is not known 

definitely the shape of the potentials for the tachyon field, but there are attempts
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to obtain the potentials in the context of accelerating universe [78]. Later Sami [79 

obtained inflationary universe solution with tachyon in the brane world model using 

the above technique. However, in the model one has to consider a potential which 

supports a slow roll evolution for a successful inflation. Recently, Chervon and his 

collaborators [51] gave an elegant way to express the field equation for a scalar field 

cosmology which permits inflation without assuming slow roll condition. We obtain 

here cosmological solutions with tachyon using the Chervon’s method and determine 

the corresponding efl'ective potential for the field which leads to inflation [80]. The 

motivation is to explore an exact inflationary solution with tachyon, analogous to 

slow-roll one for a particular transformation of the field (basically without slow roll 

approximation) that was adopted by Chervon et al [51] for a scalar field. It reveals 

that though inflation is obtained with scalar field without restriction on its potential, 

in the case of tachyon field it is different. The tachyonic inflation is permitted for a 

restricted domain of the values of the field.

3.2 Exact Inflationary Solution without Restric

tions on Tachyon field Potential

For a spatially flat homogeneous and isotropic universe, the field equations with 

tachyon field as the matter are

(3.1)
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where =  SirG and F(5') is a potential for the tachyon field H = ■- [lna(^)] is 

the Hubble parameter and a{t) is the scale factor of the universe. Using the method 

adopted by Zhuravlev and Chervon [51], eqs. (3.1)-(3.2) can be rewritten as

(3.3)

(3.4)

where the total energy density H7(̂ ') is given by

[/(«-) = (3.5)

with W{'^) =  4'. Thus the approach adopted here does not require any restriction 

on the potential for slow roll approximation or parameters [47,51,81]- Eqs. (3.3) and

(3.4) now determine the scale factor, which is given by

U{^)
a{t) =  Uo exp 

The number of e-folds is given by

(3.6)

N{t) =  j  Hdt =  \n — =
Jto ao Ĵ o :4 (ln

(3.7)

where is the magnitude of field when inflation begins a.i t =  tg and '&e is the field 

when inflation ends. The functions t/(^ ) and iy(^') are related as

(3.8)

It is now clear that only one of the functions and W{'^) is arbitrary. Using

fine tunning of the potential method adopted by Chervon [51] we get

V{t) =
k 2

fa\ L a a^l
- 2-  +  ^

\aj a
(3.9)
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I d ' - ’ '
- I * ' "a

— In a dt. (3.10)
dt /

The square of the first derivative of the field now becomes

We now determine the total energy density as

and the corresponding physical potential K('I') reduces to

'"(*) = If+
which is same as the potential V{t) given in (3.9). The field eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) 

are written in such a way that the conditions of inflation are satisfied automatically 

since the kinetic term in (3.3) and ^ term in eq. (3.4) do not appear in the new set 

of equations.

3.3 Toy Model

In the eaxMer section it is evident that we have two equations (3.11) and (3.13) and 

three unknowns, the system of equations may be solved if one of them is assumed. 

Let us consider an ansatz for the tachyonic field

=  a Ini (3.14)

where a is a parameter ( One can choose 'I' =  a ln{t +  1) so that =  0 at i =  0, 

but the final conclusion will not be affected ). The Hubble parameter is obtained
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integrating eq. (3.11) which is given by

3a2 (3.15)
^  2t

where /? is a constant. On integrating eq. (3.15) once again one obtains the scale 

factor which is given by

a{t) =  aoei {2f3t -  3a^) ^  . (3.16)

The number of e-folding is

N = /? 2/̂ 2

In this case the energy density is

i7(̂ )̂ =

4  +  In (̂ 2/3t — 3q; )̂
f in a l

^initial

(3.17)

The corresponding potential V (^) is given by

3 \/l -

(3.18)

The number of e-folding in terms of field becomes

(3.19)

2Pe^ -  3a^

20̂
(3.20)

Here 'I' increases slowly (logarithmically) for t > Mp^. However decreases rapidly 

leading to V (̂ '̂) —> constant when /9 /  It is evident that an inflationary scenario 

is permitted for initial value of the tachyon field '̂o > ct In a and the tachyonic 

inflation ends at 3'g when 'I' — 0. The tachyonic potential V{'^) is restricted as 

it becomes imaginary if < a In a. Thus the potential is regular for a particular 

sector of the tachyon field which is different from that of scalar field model where 

scalar field potential V (0 ) is regular everywhere.
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3.4 Discussions

In this chapter cosmological solutions with tachyon field which admits inflation are 

presented. The relevant potential to obtain inflation is determined. For a logarithmi

cally varying field one obtains inflationary scenario for a tachyon field satisfying the 

constraint 'I'o > ct (In a) to begin with. The tachyon field increases as the universe 

evolves and later transits to an inflationary phase.

Prom eq. (3.16) it is noted that the scale factor a{t) depends on the multiplication 

of two functions of time. One of them is an exponential function of t i.e. 

where 1//? is the expansion rate, considered in the slow-roll approximation technique 

and the second function acts as a correction term to get an exact solution from 

the approximate solution. It is evident from above that singularity exists at '& = 

a (̂ In To avoid the singularity we choose /? > ^ .  If we compare the number of 

e-folding N given in (3.20) to that obtained from slow-roll approximation technique, 

only the first term of (3.20) corresponds to the slow-roll condition with a restriction 

on tachyon field In sec. 3.3 we have taken as a logarithmic function of time to 

study the inflationary solution. One can study the same by taking other functionals 

of All the solutions have some general feature, which are as follows ; Integrating 

the equation (3.11), we get

=  (3̂ 21)

where / ( 't )  =  /VF(^) d' .̂ Using equations (3.3) and (3.21) we obtain,

t/2(>l») 1 1
(3.22)
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and the e-folding,
r'̂ <- d'̂

N =  /  ---------(3.23)

Considering slow-roll approximation technique one determines the number of e- 

folding which is given by
/•5'e

Comparing equations (3.23) and (3.24) we conclude that the extra term (| /(^ ') +  /?) 

appears as a multiplier with /'( 'I ') in equation (3.23) which may be considered to 

be a correction term to the slow-roll approximation. It results an exact value of 

e-folding.

On integrating eq. (3.21) we get the scale factor

dt
a{t) =  ao exp I (3.25)

It is evident from the above that the value of for which /( 'I ') =  — is not 

permitted. Here two cases arise (i) when / ( ^ )  < 0 and /3 > 0 then |/( '̂)| > 2/3/3 

and (ii) when f {^ )  >  0 and /? < 0 then /(^ ') > 21/51/3 for a realistic solution. It 

is also noted that by considering the slow-roll approximation technique, the scale 

factor becomes

a{t) =  ao exp J ^  . (3.26)

where 1//3 is the expansion rate of the inflationary universe. Thus compared to the 

slow role approximation the scale factor is now dependent on /(^ ') also.
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Chapter 4 

ANISOTROPIC BIANCHI-I 
UNIVERSE WITH PHANTOM  
FIELD

4.1 Introduction

Recent astrophysical data obtained from high redshift surveys of Supernovae, COBE 

to WMAP predicts that the present universe is passing through an accelerating phase 

of expansion [54]. An accelerating phase of the universe at a later epoch is permitted 

with an equation of state p — cop, where lu < —1. Such an equation of state is 

not permitted with usual matters in the standard model of Particle physics. Thus a 

modification of the matter sector of the Einstein’s equation with new fields, perhaps 

a new physics, is to be explored. The searches for the requisite parameter demands 

fields which are popularly termed as exotic fields. In chapter 3, one such exotic field 

tachyon is considered to explore cosmological model. In this chapter, another exotic 

field namely phantom field is considered. The appearance of phantom is not yet
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clear but it has many similarities with the quantum field theory [62], The interesting 

feature of the field is that it has unusual kinetic term in the Lagrangian suitable 

for describing dark energy, which originates in many theories, namely supergravity 

[82], higher derivative gravity theories [83], brane-world phantom energy [84], etc.. 

Although such theories are known to be unstable with respect to quantum effects it 

may be important to explore cosmologies with such fields because of its importance 

in the early and late era. One interesting aspect of the field is that the universe 

might end up with a singularity due to the appearance of divergence in scale factor 

o(^), Hubble parameter and in its first derivative [85]. It is shown that the singu

larities with phantom matter are different from those of standard matter cosmology. 

It is also found that the relation between the phantom models and standard matter 

models are like the duality symmetry of string cosmology [86], Faraoni [87] studied a 

spatially flat homogeneous and isotropic universe dominated by a phantom field by 

the phase space analysis and found that the late time attractors exists for a general 

phantom potential. Nojiri and Odintsov [88] proposed that early inflation and late 

time acceleration of the universe may be unified in a single theory based on a phan

tom field. Although a fundamental quantum phantom is difficult to stabilize [89] 

nevertheless it is shown that the solution is stable with respect to a small fluctua

tions of initial data when | and small fluctuations of the form of the potential 

[90]. The phantom field has some strange properties which may be interesting to 

explore cosmological model even though such theory is known to be unstable with 

respect to quantum effects. The energy density of phantom increases with increasing 

scale factor and the phantom energy density becomes infinite at a finite t, known as
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’’Big Rip” condition [91]. However, the ”Big Rip” problem may be avoided in some 

models [92] which meets the current observations fairly well. The finite lifetime of a 

universe provides an explanation for the apparent coincidence between the current 

values of the observed matter density and the dark energy density [93]. When the 

phantom energy becomes strong enough, gravitational instability no longer works 

and the universe becomes homogeneous. It may be realistic to explore cosmological 

models with exotic fields, e.g. phantom field. Sami and Toporensky [94] examined 

the nature of future evolution of the universe with potential energy dominated regime 

of the phantom considering both massive and self interacting phantom potential in 

addition to matter. It is found that the nature of the future evolution is dependent 

on the steepness of the field potential. The phantom cosmology has been analyzed 

adopting phase space analysis technique and found that accelerated universe is an at

tractor with exponential potential [95]. Singh et al. [56] studied the general features 

of the dynamics of the phantom field. Using inverse coshyperbolic function for the 

phantom potential it has been demonstrated that it admits a; < — 1. In the model it 

is noted that the de Sitter universe turns out to be the late time attractor. However 

the time derivative of the field is considered to be zero initially. One of the feature of 

the phantom field is that it violates the strong energy condition as its kinetic energy 

is negative. Historically, the pure negative kinetic energy terra was first introduced 

by Hoyle [96] in order to reconcile the homogeneous density based on perfect cos

mological principle) by the creation of new matter in voids as a consequence of the 

expansion of the universe. Later it was reformulated by Hoyle and Narlikar [97 

in the context of the steady state theory of the universe which is popularly known
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as “creation” or C-field. The present objective of introduction of similar field in 

modern cosmology is to look for an explanation of the present acceleration. One 

of the disadvantage of the field is that a fundamental quantum phantom is difficult 

to stabilize [89, 98]. The field has some strange properties, the energy density may 

increase with time. When the phantom energy becomes strong enough, gravitational 

instability no longer works and the universe becomes homogeneous. Recently, Kujat 

et al. [99] has studied phantom dark energy models with negative kinetic term and 

derived the conditions on the potential so that the result is consistent with current 

cosmological observations and yields a variety of different possible future fates of the 

universe. Using inverse hyperbolic function for the phantom it was demonstrated 

that it admits a; < — 1 [56]. In the model it is noted that the de Sitter universe turns 

out to be late time attractor. However the time derivative of the field is considered 

to be zero initially. We intend to explore the case why 0 leads to the usual condition 

for the accelerating universe in the framework of phantom field. We like to construct 

a consistent cosmological model out of it.

In this chapter we consider a phantom field with its kinetic energy of the order of 

the anisotropy in an anisotropic Bianchi-1 universe. We consider also a cosmological 

constant in the theory which may appear due to phantom transition and assume 

that although in the early universe phantom is negligible, it becomes important 

as the anisotropy gradually decreases at the late epoch. We explore cosmological 

solutions for the two cases: (i) the anisotropy of the universe is more than the kinetic 

term and (ii) anisotropy of the universe less than the kinetic energy of the field. It 

may be pointed out here that in the absence of both anisotropy and cosmological
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constant, a kinetic energy dominated regime of the phantom field becomes unreahstic 

in cosmology, which however becomes important in its presence [100], we explore 

particularly this aspect of the field here to obtain cosmological model.

The chapter is organized as follows: the field equations are written down in sec. 

4.2. Section 4.3 is divided into two parts : in the first part (A) we obtain cosmo

logical solutions for kinetically dominated phantom with cosmological constant and 

the in the second part (B) we study the critical points corresponding to the set of 

autonomous equations of an axially symmetric Bianchi-I universe. Finally, in sec. 

4.4 we give a brief discussion.

4.2 Field equation

The Einstein’s field equation is given by

=  (4.1)

where is the Ricci tensor, R is the Ricci scalar, is the metric and is 

the energy momentum tensor. We consider an anisotropic Bianchi-1 metric which is 

given by

= -dt^ +  '^R^{t){dx")'^ (4.2)
i=i

where Ri, R2, R3 represents the directional scale factors for the universe. The energy 

momentum tensor is

=  (p +  p)u^u^ +  (4.3)

Where =  — 1, is the unit fluid velocity of matter and p is the energy density

and p is the pressure. For a combination of different kinds of fluid model we have
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p =  5 7̂=1 Pi P — Yli=iPi The conservation equation is given by

^  +  0(p  +  p) =  O (4.4)

where 0  is the volume expansion rate. The directional Hubble parameters are defined 

by

f t  =  ^  (4.5)

and the mean scale factor of the universe is a{t) =  (i?ii?2-R3)3 • The expansion rate 

is now given by

0  =  3 / f - 3 - =  (4.6)
“  i=i

the average anisotropy expansion is given by

For the Bianchi metric given by (4.2) we get

3 fj/^2
- H f  =  — K ^ O  (4.8)

i=l ®

where represents the shear and the anisotropy parameter becomes

(4 9)

where V" =  R1R2R3 =  a^{t). The field eq. (4.1) with eqs. (4.7)-(4.9), can be written 

as.

It may be pointed out here that if one sets K  =  0, the equations reduces to that 

obtained for a flat FRW universe. Thus when the universe is sufficiently large it 

behave like a flat universe. One can write the energy density of the universe as
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p =  Po +  Pi +  P2) where Po represents vacuum energy determined by cosmological 

constant, p\ represents the field energy and p2 =  represents the radiation energy. 

We now consider a homogeneous field 0 =  the energy density and pressure of 

the field can be written as

(4.11)

Here e =  1 corresponds to scalar field and e =  — 1 corresponds to phantom field. The 

evolution equation for 4> is given by

0 +  =  O (4.12)e dcp

For scalar field we put e =  1, the condition for inflation in the case is realized when 

-C V{4>). For phantom, we put e =  —1, the EOS parameter become

* Pt <f‘ -2V((i>)

It is evident that the conditions < — 1 and > 0 could be realized when 0 < <

2V{4>) with the phantom also. The condition < — 1 is satisfied for phantom only. 

In the case of a FRW universe with phantom only the essential condition to satisfy 

is 0 < 0̂  < V(0), i.e., it requires potential energy to be large compared to kinetic 

energy [101]. However, in the presence of anisotropy it is evident that the above 

condition may be relaxed and one can begin with phantom with its kinetic energy 

domination i.e., (j)"̂  > V (0 ) provided shear is more than a lower limit > (j)'̂  — V{(f>). 

However, it is important to look for cosmological behaviour for the regime <p̂ > 2V{4>) 

and its subsequent evolution. It may be pointed out here that a realistic solution 

is possible when the kinetic dominated phantom is considered in the presence of a
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cosmological constant. In this paper considering an anisotropic Bianchi-I universe, 

cosmological solutions are explored which later may transit to an isotropic universe.

4.3 Cosmological solutions

A. Kinetic Energy Dominated Field

Let us consider a scalar/phantom field in Bianchi-1 universe with a kinetic energy 

dominated epoch in the presence of cosmological constant (A). Eq. (4.12) becomes

0 +  3i70 =  O. (4.14)

On integrating the above equation we get

0 =  (4.15)Ci

where C  is an integration constant. We assume an epoch when the kinetic energy 

(~  a“®) of the field dominates over both the radiation energy density (~  ô "̂ ) and 

matter density (~  a~^). The corresponding Einstein field eq. (4.10) becomes

- )  +  (4.16)
\aj \ aP J

where we use the symbols ^  and /? =  The average scale factor

of the universe is obtained on integrating eq. (4.16). In the next section we discuss 

different cosmological solutions :

• For a scalar field we set e =  1 in eq. (4.12) and on integration (4.16) one obtains

a{t) =  (4.17)

where «  =  > 0. The corresponding scalar field evolves as

C /3d \
(p =  (j)o± f - ln tank — t (4-18)

V  ̂ /3/3
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where 0o is a constant. The solution describes a universe from singularity which 

however transits to an inflationary phase at a later epoch [25]. It has a big bang 

singularity at i =  0, with asymptotic behaviour

(4.19)

and the scalar field evolution near  ̂ > 0 goes as

4>{t) (j)o- ~ ^ ln ( . (4.20)2)l3̂ /a

• For a phantom field, we set e =  —1. In this case we discuss different regions 

determined by the anisotropy parameter.

(i) For > ^2^^, the eq. (4.16) admits a hyperbolic solution given by (4.17). 

But in this case aphantom < (̂ scalar which leads to a smaller universe in case of 

phantom field filled universe in the early epoch, than a universe filled with scalar 

field.

Another solution is permitted in the absence of cosmological constant (A =  0). 

The scale factor follows a power law expansion.

a{t) ~  (4.21)

the corresponding scalar field evolves slowly as :

The anisotropy decreases as

d> =  c p ,± ^ ln t  (4.22)
3of

leading to an isotropic universe. Thus even if initial anisotropy is large ponii|)are(l 

to the kinetic energy of the field, the anisotropic universe transits to an isotropic 

universe. In this case the universe is decelerating.
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a{t) cosh '̂^ (̂3/3t) (4.24)

where a =  —a >  0. The universe originates from a non-singular state. The corre

sponding evolution of the phantom field is given by

'3(3

(ii) For , the field eq. (4.16) admits a non-singular solution which is

2C
(f) =  (j)o± ----- 1=  tan'^

3(3\/a

The anisotropy in this epoch decreases as

tanh (4.25)

The universe quickly transits to an inflationary phase with a potential energy domi

nated phase as the kinetic part decreases rapidly. The asymptotic behaviour of the 

scalar field at early epoch is

</)± =  ±  f (4.27)
'a

The above solution is obtained either with an increasing or a decreasing mode of the 

field. The solution is new and interesting as it admits an accelerating late universe.

(ill) For K'̂  =  — , the kinetic energy density of the phantom field gets canceled 

with the anisotropic contribution in the field equation. In this case we note :

• A 0, one obtains de Sitter expansion with kinetic dominated phantom deter

mined by the cosmological constant given by

a{t) -  (4.28)ii

where (3 =   ̂ solution permits a zero kinetic energy (0 = 0) phan

tom released at a distance from the origin which was considered in [56] to describe
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cosmological evolution with an inverse coshyperbolic potential with potential energy 

dominated epoch.

• A =  0, one obtains an interesting solution considering coexistence of two fluids 

radiation and phantom field. The evolution of the universe is given by

(,29 )

and the corresponding field evolves as

<i> =  ct>o±^^ (4.30)

which however attains a constant value at a later epoch. In the next section we 

consider phantom in an exponential potential.

B. Autonomous System with Phantom in an Exponential potential

The field eq. (4.1) for anisotropic Bianchi-I metric can be written as a set of first 

order non-linear partial diff'erential equations by treating the shear as a massless 

scalar field [99]. The corresponding field equations with phantom are

H = - A - kG (2(j2 -  02̂  , (4.31)

=  (4.32)

a =  -ZH a  (4.33)

together with the constraint equation

,,2 ( R Y  SttG /  , 1 ;Jri =
\R/

(a^ -  , (4.34)

where dot denotes derivative with respect to cosmic time, shear a =

(taking =  R2 axially symmetric Bianchi-I metric). We consider here a phantom
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field in an exponential potential of the form V{(j)) — where Vo and

A are free paxameters. It is evident from eq. (4.31) that an exact exponential 

expansion f f  =  0 is admissible in Bianchi-I universe with phantom. Moreover, the 

field equations may admit H > 0 , a different result when the source consists of a self 

interacting scalar field [102, 103]. Now making use of the following dimensionless 

variables
/ 47rG02 /STrCy

x =  (4.35)

We obtain a set of plane autonomous system using eqs. (3.31)-(3.34),

x ' = -3 x  +  Sx{l -  y'̂ ) ~ , (4.36)

3 X 2\y '= - \ /2 ^^2/ +  3 y ( l-y ^ )  (4.37)

where a prime represents derivative with respect to logarithm of the scale factor

{N  =  In a). The constraint eq. (4.34) now becomes

SnGa^ 9 9 /.
=  “ 3 ^  “  ^ +  y ■

The phantom density parameter and the effective phantom equation of state 7  ̂

are

-  -2x^. (4.39)

It is evident that 7,̂  < 0, if 

Critical points and Stability :

We note the following :

• (0,0) is a critical point. It is saddle if =  0 with =  undefined.

• ]/l +  is a critical point. It is stable for == 1 with =  —y . It is 

a saddle point if A is a complex number satisfying the inequahty Â  < - 6.
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Figure 4.1: Variation of u is shown with N (for X =  y/2 with continuous hne and 

X — y/S with broken hne)

4.4 Discussions

We obtain cosmological models with phantom in an anisotropic Bianchi-I universe 

with or without a cosmological constant. We explore kinetic dominated phantom. 

In the case of a vanishing cosmological constant, two fluid model (phantom and 

radiation) is required for a physically relevant solution. We found that a singular 

solution obtained by Gron [104] (for e =  1) is revisited with phantom for a restricted 

domain of initial anisotropy. But in the case of scalar field such a solution is permitted 

for any value of initial anisotropy. In the case of phantom we obtain a new and 

interesting solution which accommodates a late accelerating universe provided the 

kinetic energy of the phantom exceeds a lower limit determined by the anisotropy of 

an anisotropic universe. A pure de Sitter universe is obtained here when the kinetic 

energy of the phantom is of the order of the anisotropy i. e., at .̂ However,

in the absence of cosmological constant and for a kinetically dominated phantom the 

evolution of the universe at is in accordance with the matter content

in the universe. In another case we consider radiation with phantom. In that case it
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leads to a late evolution satisfying the conditions necessary for inflationary universe 

with inverse coshyperbolic potential as was taken up by Singh et al. [56], which 

may be realized even in an anisotropic background with non zero anisotropy of the 

universe. We consider phantom in an exponential potential in an axially symmetric 

Bianchi-I type universe and obtain the set of autonomous equation. It is found that 

there exist one stable critical point which is interesting. We note that exponential 

potential admits a{t) ~  in the presence of shear. However, one obtains power law 

inflation a{t) ~  with D > 1 for Fq > when a —> 0. During this regime the

field evolves slowly as 0 =  In .̂ As the anisotropic universe transits to an

isotropic universe, the evolution of the universe may be determined by the phantom 

field. To understand this we plot u) against N  in fig. 1 for A =  /̂2 (shown by 

continuous line) and A =  \/3 (shown by broken line) for y =  1. It is evident that the 

value of u settles to a de Sitter value, admitting late acceleration of the universe. In 

the literature [56, 89] viable cosmological models with phantom in various potentials 

have been explored in isotropic FRW model. It may be interesting to work with 

those potentials in anisotropic universe in future project.
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Chapter 5 

INFLATION WITH  

HYPERBOLIC POTENTIAL IN 
THE BRANE-WORLD MODEL

5.1 Introduction

Recent high precision measurements have provided strong evidence that the universe 

is very close to critical density and that large-scale structure developed through grav

itational instability from a primordial spectrum of adiabatic, Gaussian and nearly 

scale-invariant density perturbations [105]. These observations are consistent with 

the cornerstone predictions of the simplest class of inflationary models.

In view of these developments, it is important to improve further our under

standing of the inflationary scenario from a theoretical perspective. In the last few 

years considerable interest revived once again to study inflationary models moti

vated by the successes of superstring and M-theory [106]. The recent successes in 

superstring/M-theory [107] led us to believe that it is a promising candidate for
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quantum gravity. These theories require space-time dimensions more than the usual 

four for their consistent formulation. In recent years there is a paradigm shift in 

cosmological model building in the higher dimensional theory from that of the pre

vious approach initiated by Kaluza-Klein [108] and others in cosmology [109]. In 

particular, much attention has been focused on the brane-world scenario, where our 

observable, four dimensional universe is regarded as a domain wall embedded in a 

higher dimensional bulk space [110]. In modern higher dimensional scenario, the 

fields of the standard model are considered to be confined to (3 -1- 1) dimensional 

hyper-surface (referred to as 3-Brane) embedded in a higher dimensional space-time 

but the gravitational field may propagate through the bulk dimension perpendicular 

to the brane which is referred to as brane-world. According to Randall and Sundrum 

although the extra dimension is not compact, four dimensional Newtonian gravity is 

recovered in five dimensional anti-de Sitter spacetime {AdS ,̂) in the low energy limit

52]. The brane-world scenario has interesting cosmological implications, in particu

lar, the prospects of inflation are enhanced on the brane due to the modifications in 

the Friedmann equation [111]. The high energy corrections of the Friedmann equa

tion is due to the effect of extra dimension projected on the brane and it changes the 

nature of expansion dynamics of the early universe [111, 112]. According to Randall- 

Sundrum brane-world model [52] a spatially isotropic and homogeneous universe may 

be embedded in a five-dimensional Schwarzschild-Anti-de Sitter(AdS) space with 5D 

Planck scale, Ms (M5 is assumed to be very much smaller than the corresponding 

4D effective Planck scale, M4 =  1.2 x 10̂ ® GeV).

In the literature a large volume of work on cosmological models in the brane-world
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scenario have been reported, assuming that the brane universe is dominated by a sin

gle minimally coupled scalar field which is rolling in a given potential. The potential 

must be sufficiently steep at the time of inflation to achieve slow-roll conditions in 

the very high energy limit. Several authors have also studied inflationary dynam

ics of the universe in the Randall-Sundrum (type II) brane-world model with such 

relatively steep potentials like exponential and inverse power-law potential [86, 112, 

113, 114]. Sami and his collaborators [114] have shown that in the case of inverse 

power law type of potential, the phantom field may successfully drive the current 

acceleration with an equation of state parameter a; < — 1. This model also fits the 

supernovae data very well, allowing for —2.4 < < —1 at 95% confidence level,

where the suffix indicates the phantom field.

In the framework of GTR, the hilltop inflation model is more natural than a very 

flat potential model as noticed in Refs. [115, 116]. The potential covers a range of 

possibilities to yield analytic formulas for the structure formation and the prediction 

of spectral index with the observed value. In this paper we study the inflationary 

dynamics in the Randall-Sundrum brane-world model with an infiaton field in an 

inverse coshyperbolic potential which is a similar kind of potential that was previously 

considered in GTR [117, 118]. The potential was used with a phantom for a viable 

model with an equation of state uî  < —1 [117]. In the case of a tachyon rolling
1

bn the brane such potential appears in the context of open string field theory for 

unstable D-brane system in type II superstring theory [118, 119]. Steer and Vernizzi

[120] further used the potential to compare a single scalar field inflation predictions 

with those of an inflationary phase driven by a tachyon field. In this chapter we
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use inverse coshyperbolic potential as a toy model to determine the evolution of a 

scalar field in brane-world and estimate the allowed range of values for the spectral 

index of the scalar perturbation spectrum (ng) permitted by observational evidences. 

We also analyze the variation of (us) with the number of e-foldings (N) for different 

initial values of the field taking into account the recent observational constraints to 

determine the permissible values of N here.

This chapter is organized as follows: The basic equations of the Randall-Sundrum 

(type II) brane-world model are presented in sec. 5.2. In sec. 5.3 we obtain infla

tionary dynamics in the brane-world model with inverse coshyperboHc potential and 

study detail properties of the model. Finally in sec. 5.4, we give a brief discussions.

5.2 Basic Equations

In Randall-Sundrum (type II) brane-world model Einstein field equation induced on 

brane is given by [121]:

f  8n \ f  8tt\^
Gfiu =  -rj2 Tj3 ~  (5-1)

\ M h

where and represent modifications induced on the brane to the standard 

Einstein field equation. The term comes due to the brane energy-momentum 

tensor and E^v term comes due to the 5D Weyl tensor projected on the brane. 

In the (4-1-1) dimensional brane-world scenario inspired by the Randall-Sundrum

[52] model, the standard Friedmann equation with Robertson-Walker metric is thus 

modified to [111, 122]:

A 4 (  87T ^ ( 8 n \

3 + { Z M I )
/ 3 +  1

[ M i )
(5.2)
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where H {=  is the Hubble constant and e is an integration constant which trans

mits bulk graviton influence onto the brane, and the relationship between the four 

and five-dimensional Planck masses is given by

M4 =
47T

(M l
\f\j

M,. (5.3)

where A represents the brane tension. The brane tension is also related to the effective 

four-dimensional cosmological constant A4 to its five-dimensional counterpart A as

A4 —
47T

W  V
A + (5.4)

If A ~  —47tA^/3M|, then A4 is too small to play an important role in the early 

universe [111]. The dark radiation term ^  is expected to rapidly disappear once 

inflation has commenced so that we effectively get [111, 122]:

1 + 2A (5.5)

the second term in the bracket is the modification of the Friedmann equation on 

brane. We now consider a universe dominated by a single minimally coupled scalar 

field moving in a potential V{4>). Thus for a homogeneous inflaton field the energy 

density (p) is given by

(5.6)

The equation of motion of the scalar field propagating on the brane is given by

• dV((b)
4> +  3H(f> +  -  0

a(p
(5.7)

where dot represents the time derivative.

The set of eqs.(5.5) and (5.7) are used to obtain cosmological solution for a known
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potential by employing slow-roll approximation technique. We now invoke the stan

dard assumption that the energy density on the brane can be separated into two 

parts, where one of them is the ordinary matter component, p and the other con

tributes when the brane tension, A > 0, such that a =  p +  X. Steep inflation proceeds 

in the region of parameter space where a ^  p ':$> X and naturally comes to an end 

when p X. Considering the slow-roll approximation technique, the condition for 

inflation 0̂  <C K and 4> <C V ,  may be used to re-write eqs.(5.5) and (5.7) as [111, 

1221:

SMI 1 + 2A 'SH'
(5.8)

The factor in the above field equation is a modification of the energy density 

on brane when we compare it to the standard Einstein equation using slow-roll 

approximation. However, the standard expression in GTR is recovered by taking the 

brane tension to a limiting value A -+ oo. The slow-roll parameters on the brane 

111, 122] are given below :

H M l
m  47t

f v ' Y ■(A(A +  y ) ‘
[ y j {2X +  V )\

T] = V" _ M| (V"\ 2 A
“  47t [ v ) 2X +  V

(5.9)

(5.10)

The number of e-folds is an important quantity which indicates the proper multi

plication of the size of the universe as the inflation ends to get rid of the problems 

encountered by a standard Big bang model. Using slow-roll approximation we get

(5.11)

where 4>i and 0 /  denotes the initial and final values of inflaton field respectively. 

The scalar amplitude of density perturbations Ag =  f/’‘̂ /(257r^0 )̂ in this case can
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be written as
^ 2 ^  5127T f v ^

75M|

In the high energy hmit, it becomes

647T

2A +  F

At

2\

/ y 6 \

(5.12)
k=aH

75 A3 M l V '2 (5.13)
\ /

The contribution of the gravitational wave relative to density perturbation is sup

pressed in the high energy limit and the relative amplitude [47, 122, 123] is given

by
.  A

I.e.

3M| (5.14)
A l  27T M /̂?2

The spectral index of the scalar spectrum, n* — 1 =  - in terms of slow-roll

parameters obtained above are related as

n . . 1 — 6e +  2r]. (5.15)

At high energies, V/X oo leads to a value of the spectral index, Us approaching 1. 

In the next section we study the dynamics of an inflaton field in an inverse coshy- 

perbolic potential in the Randall-Sundrum (type II) brane-world model.

5.3 Inflationary dynamics with inverse coshyper- 

boHc potential

In the brane-world scenario, at high energy hmit where F ^  A, the modified terms 

in the Friedmann equation are important and therefore the field equations are given
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by

3M|y y  V47r,

The slow-roll parameters defined in the previous section become ;

'4A^

(5.16)

e =

77 =

167T

M lfV "
Stt V

V

2X
V

(5.17)

(5.18)

and the number of e-foldings becomes

AT~ 47t f't’f V'̂
AM I

(5.19)

where (pi and (j)f denotes the initial and final values of inflaton field respectively.

We now consider scalar field in an inverse coshyperbolic potential [117-120] which 

is given by

V =  V. cosh M,pj
=  VoSech{'^4>) (5.20)

where Mp =  and 7 =  , the time evolution of the field is obtained by integrating

eq.(5.16) which is

— —sinh~^ exp [Bt -t- C) (5.21)
7

where B =  and C =  In [sinh{")4>i)] — Bto, are constants, and (f) — 4)i when the 

inflation starts, t — ti- We obtain the scale factor by integrating eq.(5.16), which is 

given by

a{t) — a it (5.22)

where A =  In the model inflation ends when

In
tend  —

2B
_

- C
(5.23)
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Thus one can determine the value of the inflaton field at the end of inflation, which 

is given by

0end =  -  sink  ̂
7 2B (5.24)

Consequently one can determine the magnitude of the potential at the end of inflation 

which is

sinh~^Vend — Sech 2B (5.25)

The expression for the number of e-foldings is given by

N{t) =  In a{t)
Q/n

A
B

tank -1

^J{exp{Bt +  C))  ̂4-1/_

ênd
(5.26)

The number of e-foldings is related to the initial and end value of the potential Vi 

and Vend respectively which is

Vend  —  V q tCLTlh
Vo) \ A J

N (5.27)

We now derive the analytical expressions of the relevant inflationary parameters as 

a function of the field. With the inverse coshyperbolic potential given by eq.(5.20), 

the slow-roll parameters given by eqs. (5.17) and (5.18) become

/  tank‘d x\
\ sechx )  ’

tanh?x — sech^x\ 
sechx

(5.28)

(5.29)

where P =  ^ ~  inflation, since e ~  1 we get

sechxgnd
tciTlh^ X

(5.30)
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Figure 5.1: Illustrating the variation of the potential (y =  ^ )  with the field (x) 

which has maximum at x 0.9

The number of e-foldings can be obtained using eq.(5.19), which is

-In ( cos/i^^ +  In (^sinh ^
ê,nd

(5.31)

where Xend denotes the value of x  when inflation ends.

For N ^  70, is the minimum number of e-foldings required to solve outstanding 

problems of cosmology, using this N, eqs.(5.29) and (5.30) determines Xend =  5.10 

and p =  0.012, assuming x, =  0.9 with a consideration that e ~  1 at the end of 

inflation. We have verified that the variation of the slope of the potential attains a 

maximum at x ft! 0.9, one obtains a sufficient inflation. This is achieved if the field 

starts with an initial x > 0.9 where yjVo < 0.7 (fig. 5.1).

The amplitude of scalar perturbations is given by

/  647t̂
A l =

\45\/8^
V  M l y / ' sech^Xcobe

tanh  ̂Xcobe
(5.32)

For our model, we choose N c o b e  ^  55, Xj =  x c o b e  =  0.9, using eqs. (5.30) and 

(5.31), we obtain

0 =  0.015, (5.33)
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Using /?, one can determine,

x̂ nd =  4.866. (5.34)

Vo =  31.004 a" (5.35)
M l

which gets fixed for a laiown a. Using COBE normalization, /1| =  4 x we get,

a =  2.2 2 x l 0- “ ( ' ^ )  (5,36)
M i

and the corresponding 4>cobe and Vo become

0co6e =  80.867M5, (5.37)

Vo =  1.53 X lO-^Mg  ̂ (5.38)

Since M4 > M5, we get a limiting value of a from eq.(5.36) which is

a  >  2 .2 2  X  10^ ^  (5 .3 9 )

It is possible to determine the spectral index of the scalar spectrum from eq.(5.15) 

using the values of slow-roll parameters for a given number of e-foldings. Let us now 

take N =  70, the corresponding spectral index becomes

n, =  0.947 (5.40)

which lies within the bounds resulting from the CMB data [124] :

0.8 < jis <  1.05 (5.41)

Repeating the above calculations with Xi =  0.9, but with different number of e-

foldings, N , one can determine the spectral index which are presented in the Table

5.1. Prom the table 1 we see that as iV increases, {3 decreases but Xf — Xend and
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Xi - 0.9

N Xf 0 Us

10 3.24 0.079 0.657

20 3.89 0.041 0.822

30 4.28 0.028 0.879

40 4.55 0.021 0.909

50 4.77 0.017 0.926

60 4.95 0.014 0.939

70 5.10 0.012 0.947

Table 5.1: Showing variation of Xf, f3 and Us with N  for Xi — 0.9.

epsilon

Figure 5.2: Illustrating the variation of the slow-roll parameter, e with Xj.

Hs increases. The constraints from CMB puts a limit on N. We get A'' > 20 and 

(3 <  0.04.

Table 5.2 shows the variation o ix f ,  (3 and n* with Xi for N  =  70. We see that as 

Xi increases, starting from Xi =  0.9, Xf increases but /? and Us decreases. It is also 

found that the spectral index n® is not altered significantly with Xi.

Repeating the same calculations for other N, we obtain Table 5.3. It is found that 

for higher N, the variation of Us decreases with Xi and the allowed values of spectral 

index, n̂ , is weakly dependent on N, for N >  50.
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N =  70

Xi Xf Us

0.9 5.10 0.012 0.947

1.1 5.32 0.010 0.946

1.3 5.54 0.008 0.946

1.5 5.75 0.006 0.945

1.7 5.95 0.005 0.945

1.9 6.16 0.004 0.944

2.1 6.36 0.003 0.944

2.3 6.56 0.003 0.944

2.5 6.76 0.002 0.944

Table 5.2: Showing variation of xy, /3 and with Xi, for Xi >  0.9 and N = 70.

N 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

ris 0.64-0.66 0.81-0.82 0.87-0.88 0.90 -0.91 0.92-0.93 0.93-0.94 0.94-0.95

Table 5.3: Showing variation of with N, for 5.1 >  x, > 0.9.

eta

X

Figure 5.3: Illustrating the variation of the slow-roll parameter, r] with Xi
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The contribution of gravitational wave relative to density perturbation can now 

be obtained using the values of the parameters determined above, which is

12 /;^X2A l^ ^ 6.6 x
\

The r-parameter is given by

It is evident that (i) for ~  r 0.8, (ii) for ^ ~  r 5̂:̂  0.2. The measurement 

of r-parameter is significant, which however may be verified by the future Planck 

satellite for the suitabihty of the model.

5.4 Discussions

The inflationary dynamics of a scalar field in an inverse coshyperbolic potential in 

brane-world scenario is studied in this chapter. We note that sufficient inflation 

may be obtained in the Randall-Sundrum(type II) brane-world model at high energy 

limit even with an inverse coshyperbolic potential for a restricted domain of the initial 

values of the scalar field. In the high energy limit cosmological solutions obtained 

in the framework of brane-world are interesting. We determine the allowed range 

of values of spectral index of the scalar perturbation spectrum and determine its 

variation with the variation of the number of e-foldings. The inflationary parameters 

that are predicted in the model are in good agreement with the current observations. 

In fact it is found that the measurement of r-parameter will put an effective limit on 

the high energy scale in brane-world scenario with such an unusual potentia;!.
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Chapter 6

VISCOSITY IN BRANE-WORLD

6.1 Introduction

In Chapter 5, the objective and motivation of a Brane-World scenario is discussed. 

Over the past few years there is a spurt in activities to reahze inflation on the 

brane-world with matter fields. The interest stems from the fact that the Friedmann 

equation gets modified on the brane-world and some of the outstanding problems of 

particle physics get resolved. Our observable, four-dimensional universe is considered 

to be embedded in a higher dimensional bulk space [110]. An important realization of 

this picture is found in Randall- Sundrum type II (RS) scenario [52], where a spatially 

isotropic and homogeneous brane propagates in a five dimensional bulk space. One 

approach to develop the brane-world scenario in a more string theoretic setting is to 

include higher order curvature invariants in the bulk action [125]. Specifically, the 

Gauss-Bonnet (GB) term arises as the leading order for quantum correction in the 

heterotic string effective action [126]. In higher dimensions {D > 4) Gauss-Bonnet 

terms ( GB =  RabcdR°‘̂ '"̂  -  -h B?) where Rabcd is the covariant form of

Riemann Christofell tensor, Rab is the Ricci tensor and R is the Ricci scalar ) plays
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a crucial role which appears as a low energy limit of string theory. When inflation 

is driven by an inflaton field, presence of the Gauss-Bonnet term allows the spectral 

index of the scalar perturbation spectrum to take values in the range between 0.944 

and 0.989 [127], thereby bringing the scenario in closer agreement with the most 

recent observations.

Several investigation on brane cosmological models have been performed with a 

simplifying assumption of a perfect fluid. But in many cosmological models the 

simplifying assumption of matter may be inappropriate, especially in the case of 

matter at very high enough energies. From the physical point of view the inclusion 

of dissipative terms in the energy-momentum tensor of the cosmological fluid seems 

to be best motivated generalization of the matter sector of the gravitational field 

equations on brane. The first attempt to address such imperfect relativistic fluid 

was proposed by Eckart [128]. However, Eckart theory is not realistic as it suffers 

from serious shortcomings, viz., causality and stability [129]. Israel and Stewart

[53] and Pavon et al. [130] developed a fully relativistic formulation of the theory 

taking into account second order terms in the theory, which is known as extended 

irreversible thermodynamics (in short, EIT). EIT theory is free from the problems 

that are seen in Eckart theory. Using the transport equations obtained from EIT, 

several works in Einstein gravity [21] and in higher derivative gravitational theory 

have been reported [131].

In this chapter we present exact cosmological solutions in the RS brane-world 

model with or without GB term in the presence of a causal fluid that are relevant in 

the early universe. Cosmological solutions are explored here with truncated Israel-
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Stewart theory [53]. We also study the stability of the equilibrium points of the 

dynamical system associated with the evolution of the viscous cosmological fluid in 

the RS scenario with or without a Gauss-Bonnet term.

6.2 Field Equation in Brane-world:

For a 5D bulk with Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet gravity, containing a 4D brane, the grav

itational action is

[-2A5 + R + a{R  ̂-  + RabcdR°̂ "̂ )\ -  I d̂ x a
2/C5 J  ̂ -■ Jbrane

(6.1)

where <t(> 0) is the brane tension, and As(< 0) is the bulk cosmological constant. 

The fundamental energy scale of gravity is the 5D scale M5, where kl =  ^ .  The 

Planck Scale M4 ~  10̂ ® TeV is an effective scale, describing gravity on the brane 

at low energies, and typically M4 > >  M5. The Gauss-Bonnet (GB) term may be 

thought of as the lowest-order stringy correction to the 5D Einstein-Hilbert action, 

with coupling constant a > 0. In this case a\ B? \ «  | |, so that

a «  (6.2)

where I is the bulk curvature scale, | R The RS type models are recovered

for a =  0.

The modified Friedmann equation on the (spatially flat) brane is [132]

klip +  a) =  2^ Ip T ^ [Z  -  +  SaH^] (6.3)
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where jj, is the energy scale associated with I. The above equation may be rewritten 

in the useful form fl33

4a (1 — 4o;jû ) cosh
V 3

-  1

klip +  a) =
2(1  -

a

1/2

sinhx

(6.4)

(6.5)

where x is a dimensionless measure of the energy density. Expanding eq.(6.4) in x, 

one obtains two regimes for the dynamical history of the brane universe during the 

early period of evolution which are given below :

• In the GB regime,

p »  H ‘̂  K.

which gives, p =  poH^, where

• In the RS regime.

1 6 a

2 / 3

(6.6)

m l »  p »  a =  ml=> ^  ^ p ^
6cr

kl

which gives p =  PoH, with po =  . The conservation equation for the matter

(6.7)

IS

p =  -3H {p  +  p). (6.8)

To include the effects of viscosity, the perfect fluid pressure should be replaced by 

an effective pressure Peff, which is given by

(6.9)

where p is the perfect fluid contribution and II is the bulk viscous stress. The causal 

evolution equation for the bulk viscous pressure II is given by the equation [130,134]

r n  +  n  =  -  ~ tU (6 .1 0)
/
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where  ̂ is the coefficient of bulk viscosity, r  is the relaxation coefficient for transient 

bulk viscous effect and T is the temperature. The parameter e takes the value 0 or 1. 

e =  0 represents the Truncated Israel-Stewart theory (TIS) and e =  1 represents the 

full causal theory (FIS). Here we consider only TIS theory for cosmological evolution. 

We consider an equation of state for the perfect fluid pressure p and the energy density 

of the usual form

p  =  ( 7 - l ) p  (6.11)

where 7(1 <  7  <  2) is a constant. Using equations (6.9) and (6.11), eq. (6.8) 

becomes

p = -3 H (7 p  +  n). (6.12)

An important observational quantity is the deceleration parameter q =  ^^^ — 1- The 

sign of the deceleration parameter indicates whether the model inflates or not. The 

positive sign of q corresponds to standard deceleration model whereas the negative 

sign indicates inflation. The set of eqs. (6.6), (6.10), (6.11), (6.12) will be used to 

obtain cosmological solutions. As the number of equations are more than the number 

of unknowns we use some ad hoc relations for the viscosity parameters.

In the GB regime, we assume the following simple phenomenological laws for the 

bulk viscosity coefficient and relaxation time:

c  =  a p "  =  T  =  i  = ------------- ----  77P^-'
P To

where 5 > 0, ^ > 0 , r > 0  and 77 >  0 are constants and and T q  =

The bulk viscous pressure II in the GB regime may now be obtained from eq. (6.12) 

in the form

n  =  - H { H  +  2H^) (6.13)
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The bulk viscous evolution eq. (6.10) can be written as

tl +  l u  = - 3 p H - l - u i s H . (6.14)
r  V

For a stiff cosmological fluid on the brane with GB term, given by a second order 

differential equation

H - ^ ^  +  (3H +  =  0 (6.15)4 H

Using similar relations for the bulk viscosity coefficient and relaxation time above 

in the RS region the bulk viscous pressure II can be obtained from eq. (6.12) which 

is given by
fH  \

n =  -Po 77 +  6/ /  . (6.16)

The bulk viscous evolution eq. (6.10) reduces to

n +  i n  =  - 3 p / r - ^ n ( 3 / r - ^ ^ V  (6.i7)r 2 V

and for a stiff cosmological fluid (7 =  2) on the brane in the RS regime it takes the 

form
rV Y
-  -  +  (3 +  ToH^^)H +  =  0. (6.18)

6.3 Cosmological Solutions with TIS (e ^ 0)

Case A. In the GB regime:

In this case, eq. (6.10) for TIS becomes

rn  +  n  =  -3 ^ /f  (6.19)

Here we use  ̂ =  rjp̂  and r =  r}p̂ ~̂ . In the next section we explore viscous cosmo

logical model for a known behaviour of the scale factor of the universe.
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(i) Power-law model :

Let us consider a power-law behaviour for the scale factor of the universe given

by

a(t) =  aot^ (6.20)

where Oq and D  are constants. From eq.(6.6) we get the energy density

P =  Pot~" (6.21)

where ^  and C =   ̂ . The bulk viscous stress is obtained from eq.(6.13)

n = (6.22)

where Hq =  ---- =  §1(1 ~ 7 -D). Using transport eq. (6.19) one obtains

Ait~^ +  =  0 (6.23)

where A\ =  — 'yD) and A2 =  -  ^ +  7). We note the following :

(a) when Ai =  Q one obtains £) =  ^, power law inflation is permitted here for 

7  < 1; (b) when A2 =  0, it leads to either 77 =  0, i.e., no viscosity or 7  =  In

this case D =  1 corresponds to a matter with viscosity and the universe evolves as 

a t which is a new solution on brane. For 5 =  |, one obtains Ai +  A 2 — 0 which 

yidds r, =

(ii) Exponential model :

In this case, we choose H — Hg. The energy density is constant which is given by

P =  §  (6.24)
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The bulk viscous stress is given by

C3 °

and the coefficient of bulk viscosity is

n  = - - ^ h ;  (6.25)

3C3

which yields

For s =  we find

ri =  (6.27)

The scale factor of the universe is

a { t )  =  Uo e x p { H o t )  (6.29)

For sufficient inflation to solve the cosmological problems, one requires Hot >  65.

Case B. In the RS regime:

In this case, eq. (6.10) for TIS becomes

rn  +  n =  -3^H  (6.30)

Here we use  ̂ and r =

(i) Power-law m odel :

We consider a power-law for the scale factor of the universe

a{t) =  aot^ (6.31)

where a„ and D are constants. From eq.(6.7) we get the energy density

P =  (6.32)
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where p" =  and C" =   ̂ . The bulk viscous stress is obtained from eq.(6.16)

n  = (6.33)

where 11̂  =  3̂  — 7 ^ . From transport eq. (6.30) we obtain

A\r^ +  =  0 (6.34)

where A'l =  ^ ( 1  — 3^D) and A2 =  77̂  “ 3̂ + 7 )- following ;

(a) when — 0 one gets D =  ^ ,  one obtains power law inflation with D > 1 

if 7  < I which is a different result that from GB case; (b) when A'̂  =   ̂ one gets 

rj =  0, i.e., no viscosity or 7  =  5̂57̂ .  When viscosity and matter coexist one gets 

D =  yjc/^, where C  can be chosen to make D > \ i.e. power law inflation which 

is a new result on brane. However, if s — 0, it leads to A'̂  +  A '2 — 0 which yields

_ 0(37g-l)
' I  ~~ 9 D ^ + C ' ( 3 y D - l ) -

(11) Exponential model :

In this case, we choose H =  Ho- The energy density is constant which is given by

P =  ^  (6.35)

The bulk viscous stress is given by

n  =  (6.36)

and the coefficient of bulk viscosity is

« =  («37)

which yields
7 (

n  =  —  ^rt =  (6.38)
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For s =  0, we find

3C'

The scale factor of the universe is

'/ =  5 ^  (6^39)

a{t) =  aoex.p{Hot) (6.40)

For sufficient inflation to solve the cosmological problems, we require Hot > 65.

6.4 Stability Analysis of the equilibrium points 

Case A. GB regime:

The general evolution equation of the bulk viscous cosmological fluid on the brane 

with GB term is given by eq. (6.15). From mathematical point of view it is a second 

order non-linear differential equation of the form H +  R{H, H) =  Q with

r; j j2
R{H, =  +  {3H +  (6.41)4 li

In order to study the stability of the equilibrium points of the evolution equation 

of the viscous cosmological fluid on the brane with GB term, we shall rewrite eq. 

(6.41) in the form of an autonomous dynamical system, by introducing a new variable 

X  =  H:

P {H ,X ) =  ^  = X  (6.42)

Q(H, ^ )  =  ^  =  (6.43)
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The Jacobian matrix, L =
/

Ph Px 

[Q h Qx

where

p . . s . ,dX

<5// =  I S  =  -  (3 -  ^o3(s -  X  -  2r<,(-3s +  b)HdH  4i?2

The secular determinant determines the eigenvalue A, 

0 - A  1

(6.44)

(6.45)

(6.46)

(6.47)

Qh Qx  — A
I.e.

>? - \ Q x - Q h ^ ^ (6.48)

The elements of the matrix must be evaluated at the equilibrium points {hi,Xi), 

which are found by solving the system, P{hi, Xi) =  Q{hi, Xj) =  0. Now, P{hi, Xi) = 

0 leads to X  =  0 and H =  Q ov ho (constant). Therefore, critical points are Fo(0,0) 

and Po{ho,0 ).

After hnearization we introduce the standard notation:

P =  Qx

q =  - Q h

and

A = p ^  - 4 q  =  Q l  +  4Qh

(6.49)

(6.50)

(6.51)
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Since p, q determine the roots, these also determine the behaviour of solution near 

critical point Po- We note the following:

(i) Po is stable and attractive if p < 0 and q > 0 , which is permitted when

h o  >  for s =  I  at the point ( h o , 0) .

(ii) Po is stable if p < 0 and g > 0, which leads to ho >  for s =  | at

the point {ho, 0)

(iii) Po is a node point if 5 > 0 and A > 0, which gives h„ > for s =  |.

(iv) Po is a saddle point if 9 < 0, which gives s =  |.

(v) Po is a spiral point ii p ^  0 and A < 0, which is permitted when Tp > | for

« =  l-

We further note that no center or unstable point exist here.

Case B. RS regime:

The general evolution equation of the bulk viscous cosmological fluid on the brane 

in the RS scenario is given by eq.(6.18 ). FVom mathematical point of view it is a 

second order non-linear differential equation of the form H +  R{H, H) =  0 with

R{H, H) =  - l ^  +  {3H +  ToH^-^)H +  (6.52)
4 H

In order to study the stability of the equilibrium points of the evolution equation of 

the viscous cosmological fluid on the brane, we shall rewrite eq. (6.52) in the form 

of an autonomous dynamical system, by introducing a new variable X  =  H:

P(H,X) = ^ = X  (6.53)

fly  7 v 2

Q{H, X)  =  -  =  - ~ - { 3 H  +  ToH^~^)X -  6 toH^-^ (6.54)
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The critical points in this case are Po(0,0) and Po(/^o,0). After linearization we

introduce the standard notation as was done earlier:

P =  Q x  (6.55)

q -  ~ Q h  (6.56)

and

A = / - 4 g  =  Q^ +  4QH (6.57)

We note the following:

(i) Po is stable and attractive when ho > ” with s =  3 at the point (/io,0)

(ii) Po is stable if ho >  (~ ^ )  ’ for s =  3 at the point {ho, 0)

(iii) Po is a node point if ho >

(iv) Po is a saddle point when s =  3.

(v) Po is a spiral point if 2.75 < s < 3.

In this case also no center and unstable points exist.

6.5 Discussions

In this chapter, we explore both power law and exponential solutions in the Randall- 

Sundrum type II (RS) brane-world scenario with or without Gauss-Bonnet (GB) 

term in the presence of a causal viscous fluid. The truncated Israel-Stewart theory is

employed to describe the viscous fluid here. It is found that the effect of viscosity in

general is to increase the rate of expansion of the universe. In this exercise we study

the stability of the equilibrium points of the dynamical system associated with the

evolution of the viscous cosmological fluid in the RS brane-world scenario with or
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without a GB-term. We do not get a viscous universe with power law behavior in the 

GB- regime for s =  | and D —  ̂ and in the RS regime there is no viscous universe 

for s =  0 and D =  ^  m. TIS theory. Thus for 7 =  1 we note a{t) ~  t in GB but 

a{t) ~  without GB. Thus the rate of expansion is more in the presence of GB 

term than that when GB-term is absent in RS-brane. The coefficient of viscosity r] 

is determined in terms of 7 . For an exponential solution {H =  Hq) in TIS theory it 

is noted that both in the GB regime and in the RS regime it admit for any s. In the 

GB regime the equilibrium point is stable and attractive i{ ho > for s =  |

and in the RS regime the equilibrium point is stable and attractive if ho > 

for s =  3 at the point {ho, 0). There is no unstable point both in the GB regime and 

in the RS regime.
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Chapter 7 

CONCLUDING REMARKS AND 
FUTURE WORK

Inflation became established as the standard model of the very early universe as the 

outcome of the research in cosmology during the last 28 years and it is now considered 

to be one of the most important developments in our cosmological understanding. 

The inflationary scenario has already gone through several stages of development 

during its short history. Soon after the seminal paper by Guth, taken to mark the 

birth of the inflation paradigm, several versions of inflation were came up, considering 

its profound importance in cosmological model building. It is interesting to note 

that there are now a large number of observations that seem to support the idea of 

inflation and indicate that it is on the right track. The recent progress in precision 

observations in astronomy and their predictions are remarkably changed our ideas 

about the universe. The present decade is witnessing a promotion of cosmology from 

an area of speculative to an area of experimental science. The precise measurement 

of the parameters one day will help us to pick up a correct theory while ruling out the 

others in near future (possibly Planck’s Satellite experiment can throw some light).
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There are a number of new emerging cosmological phenomena which are in search 

of an explanation. The existing theories seem incapable of explaining some observed 

phenomenon or experimental results. There are also some theoretical ideas which are 

in search of experimental evidence. First of all, inflationary scenario is still changing 

with new ideas of particle theory. In particular from theoretical point of view, the 

question of when and how the universe enters into inflationary phase remains to be 

answered. It remains to be understood what was before inflation and if it is believed 

that inflation occurred at planck time then a quantum theory of gravity is important, 

which is yet to emerge. Recent astronomical data when analyzed in the framework 

of FRW universe some interesting prediction emerge which demands that the present 

universe is passing through an accelerating phase. One of the attempt to incorporate 

an accelerating universe is to consider dark energy. However, the nature and its origin 

are not known in the standard model of particle physics. This demands a new physics 

with theoretical and experimental research work. Still inflationary models are most 

acceptable cosmological models of the early universe. Every inflationary model can 

be tested and many of them have been already ruled out by comparison of their 

predictions with observational data. However, it is difficult to reject the basic idea of 

inflation. In this thesis studies on some specific issues related to cosmological models 

are presented in chapter 2 to 6 .

In chapter 2, we have studied the probability of an inflationary universe with or 

without a pair of primordial black holes(an important astrophysical object)in the 

modified theory of gravity. If this type of black holes have formed due to quantum 

fluctuations of matter distribution in the early universe then it is possible to explain
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the phenomenon of extra-galactic gamma-rays burst, the presence of ultra high en

ergy cosmic rays etc. because the source of these astrophysical phenomenon might 

be the mini black holes. In addition to that, these black holes might contribute to 

the energy density of the present universe and may solve the dark matter problem 

moreover the choice of the universe determines the existence of PBH in the universe 

which is evaluated here as a first step.

The present astrophysical observations can be explained fairly well if we consider 

that the universe is made up of exotic kind of matters. Tachyon is one such exotic 

matter. In chapter 3, we have studied inflationary universe with tachyon field. It is 

noted that the tachyonic inflation is permitted for a restricted domain of the values 

of the field. Our study may provide a little contribution to the cosmological model 

building of the universe in the presence of tachyonic field.

In chapter 4, we have studied cosmological models with another type of exotic 

field, called phantom field in an anisotropic Bianchi-I universe with or without a 

cosmological constant. The exercise reveals that a late accelerating universe is ob

tained if the kinetic energy of the phantom exceeds a lower limit determined by the 

anisotropy of an anisotropic universe. A better treatment with phantom field may 

not be possible until the appearance of phantom field becomes clear . For this purpose 

we should have a much better handle on quantum gravity.

We have studied inflation in the brane-world model with hyperbolic potential in 

chapter 5. In the brane-world scenario the prospects of inflation are enhanced on 

the brane. The inverse coshyperbolic potential was previously considered by some 

cosmologists to build inflationary model and got good results is taken up here. The
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inflationary parameter that are predicted in the model are in good agreement with 

the current observations. More study will be required in this sector to build a viable 

cosmological model, which will be taken up in future.

The effects of the bulk viscosity on the dynamics of the brane-world is studied in 

chapter 6. In the evolution of the early universe, viscosity may play an important role 

because of considerable effect of viscosity at high matter densities and pressure. It is 

also observed that the effect of extra-dimensions with viscous fluid increases the rate 

of expansion of the universe. It is well known that the inclusion of Gauss-Bonnet 

(GB) term in the Randall-Sundrum type II (RS) brane-world scenario influences 

inflationary cosmology. Therefore, The effect of viscosity both in the GB regime 

and in the RS regime are explored here and found a satisfactory description of the 

late universe. The outcome from this investigation may help in the further study on 

this property of matter for a cosmological model building of the early universe, with 

other causal theories for imperfect fluid.

The growing interest on high energy Physics has a positive sign in cosmological 

model building of the early universe. Perhaps experiment at LHC will reveal some 

of its predictions. The inflationary model of the universe is 28 years old and it 

is still very much alive. It is the only theory which explains why our universe is 

homogeneous, flat and isotropic. It explains the galaxy formation fairly well seems 

to be in a good agreement with observational data. Thus, let us hope that future 

studies will oflfer a much better understanding of the origin and the physical structure 

of the universe.
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